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Physics
1.ML'T]represents the dimensions of

(6) energy
(d) force

7. On a rough horizontal surface, a body of mass2 kg is given a velocity of 10 m/s. If the
coefficient of friction is 0.2 and g =10m/s, the
body will stop after covering a distance of(a) 10m 6)25 m (C) 50 m (d) 250 m

8. If the momentum ofa body moving in a straight
line is increased by 50%, the percent increase in
its kinetic energy will be
a) 75%

125%

(2) pressure
(C) power

2. The terminal velocity ofa small ball falling in
a viscous liquid depends upon (1) its mass m
(i) its radius r, (ii) the coefficient of
viscosity of the liquidn and (iv) acceleration
due to gravity g. Which of the following
relationsis dimensionally true for the
terminal velocity? (where k is constant)
(a) v=k mg/mr
c) V=k mgn/r

3. A particle under theactionofa constant force
moves rest up to 20s. If distance covered in
first 10 s is s and that covered in next 10 s is

S2, then
a) 52S
)$2 25

4. A body falling from a high minaret ravels

t40 min the last 2 s ofits fall to ground. Height
OT minaret in meters is {Take g=10m/s*]
(a)60
c) 80

15

(6) 100%
(d) 150%

(b) v=kmg rn
(d) v=krm /mg

9. If the kinetic energy of a body increases by
0.1%, the percent increase ofits momentum will
be
(a) 0.05%
(C) 1.0%

(b) 0.1% i ni
(d) 10%E

10. A ball is projected with kinetic energy (KE) at an
angle of 45 to the horizontal. At the highest
point during its flight, its kinetic energy will be

)
2

(d) S 45
zero

d
KEEC) (d) KE

b) 45
11. Two perfectly elastic particle

mass travelling along the line joning them with

velocities 15 m/s and 10 m/s respectively

collide. Their velocities after the collision will

be (in m/s)

P

d Q of equal
(d) 50

A person suffering from hypermetrOpl
requires which type of spectacle lenses
(a) Concave
(6) Plano-concave
(c) Convex
(d) Cylindrical

6. When a body is

P

(a)0 25 (b) 520
) 10 15 (d) 20 5

12. The moment ofinertia of a uniform circular ring,

having a mass M and radius R, about an axis,

tangential to the ringg and perpendicular to its

plane, is

thrown with a velocity u

the n angle 0 with the horizontal plane

xiMum distance covered by
horizontal direction 1S

(a) sin u sin28 cb)MR
(a) 24R2

(d) MR
(o)sin 20 Cos 20

(d)
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19. A metal bar of length L and Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 2005p-V diagram foran ideal gas (where p is31. The displacement of a particleis given by

13. Aboy on a cycle pedals around a circle of20m
radius at a speed of 20 m/s. The combined mass
of the boy and the cycle is 90 kg. The angle that
the cyclemakes with the vertical so that it may
notfall is (g =9.8m/s) a

(a) 60.25° (6) 63.90° (c) 26.12° (d) 30.00

14. The moment ofinertia of a uniform thin rod of
length L and mass M about an axis passing

through a point at a distance from one of its20. a fluid of volume 1 Lis subjected to a pre

area
of 26. In a p-Y diagram for anicross-section A is clamped betweentworigd ong the -axi andis alongthex-axis), the

i value or the rado Slope of the adiabatic" 3sin (STte)+4cos(5Ttt)

supports. For the
Young's modulus is Y and coefficient ae
expansion is a. If the temperature of the ar
increased by Ar ° tne rorce exerted byt
on the supports is
(a) YALAt

(c) YLaAtl A

material of the ro
elslopeof the isothermal curve" at anynoint will be (Wnere symbols have their usual

The amplitude ofthe particle ist(a) 2
)5

rodis
6)
d). 7eiski (biE32 In stationary waves all particles between two

meanings)
38 (6) 2 ,n(b) YAa At

(d) YaAL Ar p mgat S(d) S i nodes pass through the mean positionCy
(C)

ppressure
change 10x 10 N/m*. As a result its olume
change by 0.4 cm. The Bulk modulus ofthe

a at ditterent time with different velocities
(6) at different time with the same velocity
C) at the same time with equal velocity
(d) at the same time with different velocities

27. A blackened metal foil is warmed by radiation
from a point sourcewhose temperature is T and
distance from the fo1l is d. It is found that the
power received by the foil is P. If both the
temperature and distance are doubled, the
power received by the foil will be
(a)
(c) 4P

ends and perpendicular totherod is
7ML

(a)
48

b)
9 7i9F

fluid is
(a) 25x 10' N/m2

(c) 25 x 10 N/m

21. Two spherical soap bubble of radii and, in

vacuum coalesce at constant temperature to
form a single bubble. Radius rof this bubbleis
given by

(a) r=i+

33. Beats are produced with the help of two sound
waves of amplitudes 3 and 5 units. The ratio of
maximum to minimum intensity in the beats is
(a) 2:
(c)4:1

34. Yellow light is used in a single slit diffraction
experiment with slit width 6mm. If yellow

(b) 25 x 10 N/m?

(d) 15 x 10 N/m2()12 3
(6) 5
(d) 16:1

15. A boy stands over the centre of a horizontal
platform which is rotating freely with a speed
of 2 rev/s about a vertical axis through the
centre of the platfornm and straight up through
the boy. He holds 2 kg masses in each of his
hands close to the body. The combined
moment of inertia of the system is 1 kg xm.
The boy now stretches his arms so as to hold
the masses far from his body. In this situation
the moment of inertia of the system increases
to 2 kg x m, The kinetic energyof the system
in the later case as compared with that in the
previous case will
(a) remain unchanged (b) decrease
(C) increase

(b)
(d) 16P

2P

28. A solid copper cube ofedges 1 cm is suspendod
in an evacuated enclosure. Its temperature is light is replaced by X-rays, then the observed
found to fall from 100°C to 99°C in 100 s.

Another solid copper cube of edges 2 cm, with
similar surface nature, is suspended in a similar
manner. The time required for this cube to cool
from 100°C to 99°C will be approximately
(a) 25 s

6) r +a) pattern will reveal
(a) that the centraFmaxima isnarrOwer
(6) more number of fringes
(c) lessnumber of fringes s1139i

(o)=y+ (d) r1
22. Water rises to a height h in a capillary at the

surface of earth. On the surface of the moon the

height of water column in the same capillay

will be

i (d) no diffraction pattern 21313

(b) 50 s

(d) 400 s
35. As a result of interference of two coherent

(c) 200 s waves, eneTgY 1:

9. A cylinder of radius R and made of a material (a) increased
t

orthermal conductivity K, is surrounded by a 2(5) decreased ulst: 2ift

Cylindrical shell of inner radius R and outer C) redistributed and: distribution change with

radius 2R made of a material of thermal TP time

OductiVity K2. The two ends of the t(d) redistrbuted and distribution doesnot

Combined system are maintained at two

airferent temperatures. There is no loss of heat

CTOSS the cylindrical surface and the system isi! experiment is replaced by red light, the fringe

1n steady state. The effective thermal

conductivity of the system i
(a) K+K2

a)6h )h (d) zero(c) h

23. To what temperature should the hydrogena
room temperature (27 °C) be heated at constan

pressure so that the RMS velocity ot 1s

molecules become double of its prevIOUS

value?

(d) remain uncertainn

16. The time period of a simple pendulum in a lift
descending with constant acceleration g is

change with time

36. If the sodium light in Young's double slit

@T=2 b) T- 22 (a) 1200°C (b) 927°C (c) 600°C (d) 108

24. If the degrees of freedom of the molecule or

gas are n, the ratio of its two specinc

width will1|
(a) decrease

(b) increaset
c) remainunaffected,

) zero (d) infinite
as

17. At what distance from the centre of the earth
the value of acceleration due to gravity g will
be half that on the surface (R= radius of
carth)?
(a) 2R

C1.414R
18. If the radius of a planet is R and its density is p,

the escape velocity from its surface will be
(a) vepR

() t increase, then decrease
t

37. A point object is placed at a distance of 10 cm

and its real image is formed at a distance of

20 cm from a concave mirror, f the object is

moved by 0.1 cm towards the mirror, the image

will shift by about
(a) 0.4 cm away from the mirror

(6) 0.4 cm towards themirror si Bi

(c) 0.8 cm away from the mirror

(d) 0.8 cm towards hemirror 8

K+K
()K+32 )

will be

d) 2 4(b)
Cd) 0.414R

(a)1+b) 1-4 (0)1+
n

R

WO particles execute simple harmoniemoio
OI the same amplitude and frequency alongne
ame straight line. They pass one ano

ng in opposite directions and each time tnc

acement is half the amplitude. The phase

25. The ratio (v, /v,ns )of the velocity
soundin

gas v, and the root mean square velo atio
its molecules at the same temperau
of the two specific heats of thegas(b) ve VpR

R differencebetweenu m is.60 t
(a)

R (a) 459 darao 20() 90° 913631()120131i
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0 he reason of seeing the sun a little before the 47. In a meaniite or a raaloacuve sample

Sunrise is
(a) reflection of the light
(6) refraction of the light
scattering of light
(d) dispersion of light

Water
ecules are

(a)
neutral

(c)
non-polar

tS 61. The figure shows a network of currents.Theismagnitude of currents are shown here. 1heASKOCUrrent I will be
, .rati

rif (a) about of the substance disintegrates r6) highly polar
(d) anodes

a0 0) aboutofthe substance disintegrates

generated by a point charge CfP
the net electric force on the dipole must be zero

dipole is placed in an lectric field A AB(c) about 90% of the substance disintegrat
(d) almost all the substance disintegrates

48. The density of nucleus in kg/m? is of the order

6. An
electric

A

39. A ray of light travels through a glass plate of
thickness t and refractive indexu If the
velocity of light in air be c the time taken by
light to cross the plate will be

b) d)

(b) the et electric force on

)the torque on the aipole due to the field

must be zero

the dipole may be 8 A 10A

of zero

(b) 10 (c) 103(a) 10

49. The average number oprompt neutrons
produced per fission of U4 is

(a) more than

bd C) 2 to 3

50. The time period of a freely suspended magnet
is 2s. If it is broken in length into two equal
parts and one part is suspended in the same

Way, then its time period will be
(a)4s(b) 2s (c)/2s

51. At a certain place, the horizontal component

d) 107

(a) ) the torque on the dipole due to the field ay
C zero (a)33A (b) 13 A

(d)-3A
62. Five resistors of given values are connected

togetheras shown in the figure the current in

be
(b) 4 to 5
(d) 1 to 2

40. Three prisms 1, 2 and 3 have the prism angle
A =60°, but their refractive indices are
respectively1.4, 1.5 and 1.6. Ifö,ö2and öz
be their respective angle of deviation, then
(a)o2o

1. A charge q is placea at the centre of the line

joining two cqual Cnarges Q. The system of
three charges will be in equilibriumifq is equal

23 A

to the arm BD will be

41. A convex lens of focal length 25cm and a
concave lens of focal length 10cm are joined
togetherThe powerofthecombinationWllbeire Boandthe vertical componento of the carth's
(a)-16D (b)+16D c)6D (d)+6D

(d) s
(40 d)

2
AR R

& Twocapacitors of capacitance 2uFand 3uFare nbi
joined in series. Outer plate of first capacitor is

at 1000 V and outer plate ofsecond capacitor is
earthed. Now the potential on inner plate of
each capacitor will be
(a) 700 V (6) 200 V (c) 600 V, (d) 400 V

% wo metal spheres of capacitance C and C,uld nalr the current in theam ABC

camy some charges. They are put in contact
and then separated. The final charges and

on them, will satisfy

magnetic field are equal in magnitude. The
ouy total intensity at the place will be

a
(c) 2B

42. The nature of sun's spectrum is
(a) continuous emission and line absorption D

(b) B

(d) 2 B
Bo

3i ineemission
(c) line absorption
(d) continuous absorption 52. When two tangent galvanometers of the same

coil radii are connected in series, a flow of

Current in them produces deflections of 60
and 45°. The ratio of the number of their tums

(b) zero
(C) twice the current in the arm ABC

(d) four times the current in the arm ABC.

43. The radius of the Bohr orbit in the ground state
of hydrogen atom is 0.5 A: The radius of the
orbit of the electron in the third excited state of
HeT willbe
(a) 8A
()0.5 A0

44. The spectral series of hydrogen which lies
entirely in the ultraviolet part is
(a) Lyman
(C) Paschen

63. A battery of emf E and internal resistance ris
connected to a variable resistor R as shown

will be
(6) 4 A

(d) 0.25 Å
(b)

e2 C23 O C2(a) here. Which one of the following is true ?

c)V3 + 1)

1
(d)3 +1)

(W3-1) ww.
dentical thin rings, each of radius R it e 2 g3 1 uS, 2

are coaxially placed at a distance R 1g110133

apart. If 0, Coulomb and O, Coulomb R

Tespectively the charges uniformly sprea
Ltne two rings, the work done in moving
ge q from the centre of one ring to thar o

(b) Balmer
(d) Pfund . A magnet of magnetic moment M is tree!y

Suspended in a unifom magnetic field streng

B, The work done is deflecting the magu

through an angle 0 is given by

www.45. The ratio of the speedof the electron in the first
Bohr orbit of hydrogen and the speed of light is
equal to (where e,h and c have their usual
meanings)

(a) Potential difference across the terminals is

(b) MB sin6
(d) MB(1-cos6)

a) MB
Zero

(6), Power delivered to the resistor is maximum

when R = r

(C) MB cos6' other is
ne net resistance of a voltmeter should 0

large to ensure that (b)C9)2-1)
2:4TEpR)

a) zero
() Current in the circuit is maximum when

R=r

27tc

46. The activity ofaradioactive sample is 1.6 Ci, (a) it does not get overheated
and its half-life is 2.5 days. Its activity after 10 ats(b) it does not draw excessive curre
days wil be
(a) 0.8 Ci
(c) 0.1 Ci

(92 +) (d) Current in the circuit is maxímum when

Cit can measure large potential
erence

R>>P
(4TtER) (W2 4TegR)b) 0.4 Ci

(d) 0.16 Ci

tential
(d)it does not appreciably change the p

difference to be measurea
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6 Chhattisgarh PET SOlved Pape Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 2005ctor form of Biot-Savart law for a 81. Two identical coaxial circular co
N,220V

h rent carrying clementis1 CU0. The Circuit shown here is used compare the 68.
are
A 25

joined
w, Z20V

in seriesa
bulb

and
and

connected
a 100u

tothemaimemf of two cells E and E, (E > E,). The null

point is at C when galvanometer is connected
to B. When the galvanometer is connected to

E the null pointwillbe

Current I each, circulating in the same
direction. If the coils are being made toapproach each other
a) the current in each will remain the same
(6) the curent in each will increase
(C) the current in each will decrease
(d) the current in one will increase and in the

0ther it will decrease

Which bulb willglow brighter
(a) 25 Wbulb
(b) 100W bulb
(c) first 25 W bulb and then 100W bulb
(d) both will glow with same brightnese

69. If in a moving coil galvanometer a o
produces a deflection 6, then
(a) oc tan 6
) I«0

(a)dB-odI sin

47T

(b)dB =Ho dlxr leane

(c) dBo lalxr,
1

wwww
4T

ent dB 4T(6) I o

() I
82.A conducting square loop of side and

resistance R move in its own plane With
uniform velocityvperpendicular to one of its
Sides. A magnetic field B, constant in time and
Space, pointing perpendicular and into the
plane of the loop exists everywhere. The
Current induced in the loop is
(a) Blv/ R clockwise
(6) Blv/Ranti-clockwise
() 2Blv/ R anti-clockwise
(d) zero

70. In order to increase the sensitivity of amo
AOVing

d) dB- HoldIx
4Tt

coil galvanometer, one should decrease
(a) the strength of its magnet
(b) the torsional constant of its suspensi
(c) the number of turns in its coil
(d) the area of its coil

71. An ammeter which can read upto SmA hasa

resistance of S2. To make it read upto 100V,

the series resistance needed is

76. A circular loop nas a radius of Scm and it is

carrying a current ot 0.1A. lts magnetic
E2

(a) to the left of C.

(c) at C itself
(6) to the right of C

(d) no where on AB

moment is

(a) 1.32 x I10 A-m

(c) 5.25 x 10 A-m* (d) 7.85x 10 A-m?

17. A long solenoid of length L has a mean

diameter D. It has n layers of windings of N
turns each. If it carries a current /, the magnetic
field at its centre will be

(b) 2.62 x 10 A-m

65. A certain wire of length L carries a current I. It
is bent to form a circle of one turn. The
magnetic field at the centre of the loop is B.
The same wire now is made to fom a circular
loop of two turns, mangetic field now at the
centre is

(a) 199.995 2
(6) 1999.95 2
(c) 19995 2
(d) 1999.502

83. An alternating voltage is represented as

E=20 sin 300 t. The average value of voltage
Over one cycle will be

7 (a) zero b) 10Vte(a) proportional D
(6) inversely proportional toD
(c) independent of D
() proportional to L

(a) 2B (b) 4B ( (c) 20/2 v
72. If an electron enters a magnetic filed withis

velocity pointing in the same direction as t
magnetic field, then
(a) the electron will turn to its right

b) the electron will turn to its lett
(C) the velocity of the electron will increase

(d) the velocity of the electron will renan

unchanged

66. A constant voltage is applied between the two
ends of a uniform metallic wire. Some heat is

84. If Land R represent inductance and resistance

respectively, which of the following has the
78. Equal potential are applied on an iron and

Copper wire of same length. In order to have

the same current flow in the two wires, the ratio

r(Iron)/r (copper) of their radii must be

(Given that :specific resistance of iron 85. The time constant of aL-R circuit represents

10X 10Q-m and specific resistance or the time in which the currentin thecircuit

Copper = 17x 10-3 Q-m)
(a) about 1.2
() about 3.6

developed in it. The heat developed is doubled dimensions of frequency?

) R
NL R(a) both the length and radius of the wire are

halved
(b) both the length and radius of the wire are

doubled

R

3. A particle of mass m and charge q ent

magnetic field B perpendicularly wIu
velocity v, the radius of the circul

described by it will be

(a) reaches a value equal to about 37% of its

maximum value
() the radius of the wire is doubled
(d) the length of the wire is doubled where the

time remains the same in both the cases
(6) about 2.4

(d) about 4.8 ih
(b) reaches a value equal to about 63% of its

maximum value
67. The resistor having equal resistance are joined

in series and a curTent is passed through the
combination. Neglect any variation in fT

resistance as the temperature change in agiven
time interval
(a) equal amounts of thermal energy must be

produced in the resistors
(b) unequal amounts of thermal energy may be

produced
() thetemperature must rise equally in the
resistors

(d) the temperature must rise unequally in the

mg
(b)

Bv
(c) attains a constant value,

(d) attains 50% of the constant value
rent. In a coil of self inductance 0.5H, the current

aies at a constant rate from zero to 10 A 1S ZS.

he emfgenerated in the coil is
(a) 10V
(c) 2.5 V
A of inductance L is carryinga ste

(a)g
86. The impedance of an AC circuit containing a

capacitive reactance of 52 and inductive

reactanceof82will be

(a) 1.62
(C3Q

mv
(d)

Bq
mB

)
qv

(d) 1.25 V
14. An electron enters in an electric lines

velocity in the direction of the ci
force. Then,

(b) 40 2
(d) 132

80

ent . What is the nature of its storea

energy?
(a) Electrical
(6)Magnetic

lalf electrical and half magneuc
(a) Mechanical

87. A 0.7H inductor is connected, across a

120V-60Hz AC source. The. current in the

inductor will be very nearly

(a) 4.55 A

(C) 0.455 A

(a) the path of the electron will be ai
Circle

(6) the path of the electron will be aredSe
parabola

(C) the velocity of the electron increas (b) 0.355A
(d) 3.55 A

resistors (d) the velocity of the electron W
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88. The ratio of peak value and rms value or an

alternating current is

(a)1

95. Self-inductance of a solenoid is
(a) directly proportional to current flowin

through the coil
(b) directly proportional to its length
(c) directly proportional to area ofcrose.
(d) inversely proportional to area of

cross-section

Chemistry

1.
Which of the ions

flowing

having following electronicwould have maximum magnetic
10. CO, in isostructural with

(a) SnCl2
() HgC

11. In I mole of NaCI the protons are

ross-seclion

2 moment
(a) 1,2 2p,353p 343

(b) 1s,2 2p",3s*3p°34

(c) 15,22p°,3s*3p°3dile
(d) 1s,22p,3s 3p 3d

2. The number of unpaired electrons in
Fe (Z=26) is

(a) 4
(c)6

3. Chlorine atom differs from chloride in the
number of which of the following?
(a) Protons
(c) Electrons

4. For n= 3 energy level, the number of possible
orbitals (all kinds) are

(a)
(c) 4

(6) SO
(d) All of these

(c)

89. The core of a transformer is laminated so that
(a) the ratio of voltage in the secondary to that

in the primary may be increased
6) energy losses due to eddy currents may be

96. Which is a wrong statement? 6 moles(a) The Wheatstone oridge 1s most sensitivewhen all the four resistances are of the sa
order.

(6) 1I moles
(d) 28 moles(c)17moles

12. The molarity of a solution made by mixing
50mL of conc. H2SO, (36 N) with 50mL of
water, is
(a) 36 M
c)9M

same
* minimised balanced Wheatstone bridgethe weight ofthe transformer may be

reduced
(d) rusting of the core may be prevented

90. In an AC circuit the potential difference and
current are represented respectively by
V=100 sin (1007)

I=100sin 1001+mA The power in the

(b) In a
interchanging the positions of galvanome
and cell affects the balance of the bridge

(c) Kirchhoff's first law(1or currents meetingata
junction in an electric circuit) expresses the
conservation of charge.

(d) The rheostat can be used as a potential
divider.

(b) 18 M
(6)
(d) 3

(d) 6M
13. 171g of sugar cane (Ci2H2011) is dissolved

InlLofwater. The molarity ofthe solution is
(a) 2.0 M
(c) 0.5 M

and (b) 1.0M
(d) 0.25 M

volts
(b) Neutrons
(d) Both (a) and (c)

circuit is
a) 10 W

(c) 5 W
91. A conductor of lengh l is kept in a magnetic

field of strength B. A current I passes through
the conductor. The force experienced by the
conductor is proportional to

97. For comparing the emt s of two cells with a
potentiometer, a standard cell is used to

develop a potential gradient along the wires.

Which of the following possibilities would

make the experiment unsuccessful?
(a) The emfof the standard cell is larger than the

emf's of the two cells.

14. The vapour pressure of apure liquid"4" is 0.80
atm. When a non-volatile solute B is
dissolved in 'A' its vapour pressure becomes
0.60 atm. The mole fraction of 'B' in the
solution is
(a)0.125 (b)0.25 (c) 0.50 (d) 0.75

15. Whichofthe following does not show negative
deviation from Raoult's law?
(a) Acetone-Chloroform
(6) Acetone-Benzene
() Chloroform Ether
(d) Chloroform-Benzene

b) 10 W

() 2.5 W (b) 3

) 9

5. In which molecule are all atoms coplanar?2

(a) CH4

PF
6. Which of the following does not have the

hydrogen bond?
(a) Phenol
(c) Water

(b) BR
(d) NHg(b) The diameter of the wires is the same and

uniform throughout.
(c) The number of Wires is ten.
(G) The emf's of the standard cell is smaller than

the emf's of the two cells.

(a)

(b) Liquid NH
(d) Liquid HCI

(c) (d) I

98. For a metallic wire, the ratio VlIV= the

applied potential difference,
flowing) is.
(a) independent of temperature
(6) increases as the temperature rises
C) decreases as the temperature rises
(a) increases or decreases as temperature i

depending upon the metal

16. The volume of 0.1 MH,SO, that is needed to

completely neutralise 30mL of 0.2 M NaOH

solution, is

a) 15 mL

() 40 mL

1. Inoic bonds are usually formed by combinaion
of elements with

92. A curent of 0.1A circulates around a coil of
100 turns and having a radius equal to 5cm.
The magnetic field set up the centre of the coil
is(H 4Tx 10 Wb/A-m)
(a) 47t x10 T (b) 87 x 10T
(c) 4x 10T

l= current

a) high ionisation potential and low electron

affinity
() low ionisation potential and high electron

affinity
) high ionisation potential and high electron

affinity

(a low ionisation potential and low electron

afinity

6) 30 mL
) 60 mL

17. In CsCl structure, the coordination number of

Cs is
(a) «qual to that of Cl, that is 6

(6) equal to that of CI, that is 8

(c) not equal to that of CI, that is 6

(d) not equal to that of CI, that is 8

(d) 2x10T
93. Two parallel Wires carying currents in

Opposite directions
(a) repel each other
(b) attract each other
()cancel each other's field
(d) neither aftract nor repel

94. The path executed by a charged particle whose
motion is perpendicular to magnetic field is
(a) straight line
(b) circular
(c) elliptical
(d) parabolic

99. If coil is open the L and R become
(a),0

(c),
(b) 0, o
(d) 0, 0 ne angle between two covalent bonds1s

maximum in
18. The number of octahedral sites per sphere

arranged in a face centred cubic structure, is

(a)1
100. L, C and R denote inductance, capacla

and
he

resistance respectively. Pick
Combination which does not have e

dimensions of frequency.

(a)

9.1molecule MX, has zero dipole moment,
(o)CH (b) H,0 (¢) CO, (d) SO,

(6)2 () 3 (d) 4

19. 1 moles of crystalline NaCl will have how

many unit cells?
(a) 1.506x10

(c) 4.518x 103

I3gabonding orbital used by M (At. n0.

13) are
(0) pure p
(o)sp-hybridised

(b) sp-hybridised

(d) sp-hybridised

(b) 3.012x 103

(d) 6.023x 10

LC (d) a(c)
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Which of the following reactions is a redox

(a)
2AgNO3 +BaCl 2AgCl+ Ba (NO,)

10 Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper2005

29. For an endothermic reaction
Tepresents the enthalpy of the ro A

47, Which one of the following is an S-blockelement?
rE(a) Aluminium 6) Chromium

) Niobium

48. Element showing the phenomenon of allotropy

20. Which one of the following has Frenkel

defect?
reaction?

(a) Sodium chloride
(C) Silver bromide

(b) Graphite

(d)Diamond

kJ/mol, the minimum value for the energy i
of BaSO4+H,0activation will be

91(a) less than AH
(C) more than AH

30, Which of the following does not result:
increase in entropy?
(a) Crystallisation of sucrose form a solution
(b) Rusting of iron
(c) Conversion of ice of water
(d) Vaporisation of camphor

31. For which of the following species, dhr
theory does not apply?2

(a) H

32. For a first order reaction, velocity constant,

k= 10 s. Two third life for it wouldbe

BaO + HSO4

c)POs+2HO H4P,O,

(d Cu +2AgNO 2Ag +Cu(NO,)

(d) Potassium
b
(d) equal to AH

zero
21. 50m of benzene is mixed with 50mL of

chloroform. What is the volume of soluti0n?
(a) Less than 100 mL
(b) More than 100 mL
(c) Equal to 100 mL
(d) None of the above

tan(a) aluminium
c) lead a (C) cOPPer

b) tinn a
38. In thereaction

49. In the moderm periodic table the place of theion 2Fe (aq) +Sn(aq)>2Fe (aq) +A
element with atomic number 3l is ineo(a) s-blockA belongs to

(a) Sn"" (aq)

(c) Sn"(ag)

10. In chemical adsorpuon, noW many layers are

adsorbed?

(a) One
(c) Multi

40. What is the role of a catalyst in a catalysed

reaction?
(a) Lowers the activation energy

(b) Increases the activation energy

(c) Affects the free energy change

(d) Affects the enthalpy change

(6) Sn (a4)
Sn

(b) d-block
(d f-block22. A mixture has 18g water and 414g ethanol.

The mole fraction of water in mixture is

(assume ideal behaviour of the mixture)

(a) 0.1 6) 0.4

23. A chemical reaction is in equilibrium when

(a) the reactants are completely transformed into

products
(6) the rate of forward reaction is equal to the rate

ofbackward reaction
() the formation of products is minimised

dequal amount of reactants and products are

present

()p-block
50. Which of the following does not exhibit the

periodicity in properties of the elements?
(a) lonisationenergy (b) n/p ratio
(C) Electronegativity (d) Atomic radius

51. Which of the following elements exhibits the
most basic properties?
(a) F

C)Br

y
(c) 0.7 (d) 0.9

(b) Het (c) H (d) Li?

(6) Two
(d) Zero

(a) 1100 s

(c) 3300 s
(b) 2200 s

(d) 4400 s
b) CI

(a) I

33. The reaction 2NO,(g)+0,(g))2NO,(g)is

of first order. If volume of reaction vessel is

reduced to 1/3, the rate of reaction would be

b)

52. The correct sequence of decrease in size of the
following species is

(a) I>T>T
C)T>T>I

d

(b) I>T>I
()T>I>24. For the following gaseous reaction,

H, +l 2H1 he equilibriumconstant

()KKe
K,=K

(a)times
3 41. For coagulating As2S3 colloidal solution

which of the following will have the lowest

coagulation value?
(a) NaCl
) BaCl2

53. The decreasing order of the ionisation potential

in the following elements is
(a) Ne> Cl> P> S> AI>Mg

b) Ne> CI>P> S> Mg> Al

(c) Ne> Cl> S> P> Mg> Al

(d) Ne> C> S> P> Al> Mg

6) K, (d) 6 times(c) 3 times

34. For the functioning of enzymes which of the

following statements is not correct?
(a) An optimum temperature is needed
(b) An optimum pH is needed
(C) They are substrate specific
(d) They always increase activation energ

35. In the acidic solution of copper sulphate and

alkaline solution of copper cyanu

respectively same electric current is flown tor

definite time, which of the following staten

is correct for this?

(d) K
K (b) KC .it(d) AICl

4. Heating pyrites to remove sulphur is called

(6) calcination
(d) roasting

25. According to Le-Chatelier's principle which of
the following factors influence a chemical
system?
(a) Concentration only
(b) Pressure only
(c) Temperature only
(d) Concentration, pressure and temperature

26. The pH of water decreases witn
(a) increase in temperature
(6) increase in pressure
(c) decrease ín temperature
(d) decrease in pressure

27. The aqueous solution of which one of the
following is basic?
(a) HOCI

) NH,NO,

28. The pH of 10 MNaOH is
(a) 7.01
(6) between 7 and 8

(C betwen 9 and 10

(d) greater than 10

a) smelting
) liquation

in the metallurgy of which of the following

Cupellation process is used?
a) Copper

Iron

54. Elements which generally exhibit multiple

oxidation states and whose ions are usually

coloured are

(a) metalloids

(6) non-metals

C)transiton elements

(d) gases

(b) Silver
(d) Aluminíum

ryolite is used in the electrolyticextraction or

aluminiumn

a) to obtain more aluminium
0) to decompose bauxitedetoprotect anodes
(a) ns a reducing agent

(a)Amount of copper deposited in botn

solution is the same
(6) Amount of copper deposited in alka

copper cyanide solution is less

) Amount of copper deposited in acidiC Cup

sulphate solution is lesS
d) None of the above

55. The transition metals mostly are

(a) diamagnetic

6) paramagnetic

(c) neither diamagnetic nor paramagnetic

(d) both diamagnetic and paramagnetic

56. The correct statement in respect of d-block

elements is

(a) they are all metals

(b) they show variable valency

(c) they form coloured ions and complex salts

(d) All the above statements are correct

(6) NaHS0
(d) NaOC

Important ore of lead is

36, What is the emf of the cell, whose hall coells ure

given below 46,T

iron obtained from blast fumaceis

Chalcopyrite (b) haema
e) galena (d) cast iron

Mg +2e Mg(s) E=-2,37V

Cu +2e Cu(s) E = +0.34 Y

(a)-2.30 V
() 2.71 V

a) pigiron
e)soltiron

(b) wroughtiron

Pe(d) cast iron
(b) 1.336 V

(d) 2.03 V
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6. LPG 1samixturc of

(a) CHy + CH
(c) C2Il4+ CGl2

66. The pair of coordination
57. On reduction of KMnO, by Oxalic acid in

acidic medium, the oxidation number of Mn

changes. What is the magniude of this

change?
(a) From 7 to 2 (b) From 6 to 2

(c) From 5 to 2

Co(NH )s Br] SO4 and [Co(N}Hona
)sSO,

%|

(b) Clyg+CH
(d) CH,+CH

87. The reaction

is an example for
(a) geometrical isomerism

(b) coordinalion isomerism

(c) structural isomerism

(d) ionisation isomerism

67. The comect nomenclature for Fe, [FeiCm

CH,ONa+BrCH, CH,0C,H,t NaBr
is called

17. In the mixture of conc. fHSO, and HNO, the
nitration species is

(a) NO4
(c) NO,

(a) Franklandreaction ay
(b) Wurtz reaction
(c) Williamson's synthesis

(a) Cannizaro'sreaction

(b) NO

(d) NO(d) From 7 to 4

58. Zinc and mercury do not show variable

valency like d-block elements because

(a) they are soft
(b) their d-shells are complete

(c) they have only two electrons in the outer most

sub shell
(d) Their d-shells are incomplete

CH, R. Alkenc which on Ozonolysis yields acetone, is

(a) CH CH--CH2-CH,
(b) CH-CH=CH
(c) CH CH=CH-CH,
(d) (CH )2-C=C--(CH)»

19. In chlorination of benzene, the reactive species

83. Diethyl ether on heating with conc. HI gives
two moles of
(a) ethyl iodide
c) iodoform

is
(a) feroso ferric cyanide

b) ferric-ferrous hexacyanate
(c) iron (l) hexacyanoferrate (I)
(d) hexa cyanoferrate (11I-I1)

68. Which one of the following will give awh

precipitate withAgNO In aqueous mediun
(a) [Co(NH, ), Cl] (NO, );

b) [Pt (NH ), Cl2]
(c) [Pt (en) Cl2]
(d) [Pt (NH3 )4]Cl,

(b) ethanol
d) methyliodide

89. Schiffs reagent is
(a) p-rosaniline

decolourised with sulphurous acid
(6) magenta soiution decolourised with Cl2

(c) ammoniacal silver nitrate solution
(d) aikaline KMn0, solution

hydrochloride solution

59. Which of the following sulphate is insoluble in

water?
(a) CusO
C)PbSO

(b) CI (c) Cl2(a) CI

80. The number of moles of proton which can be

easily given by butyne-I ( mole) is

(a) 1

(d) Cl
(b) Caso
(d) Bi,(SO4)5

60. A deep brown gas is formed by mixing two

colourless gases which are
(a) NO, and O
) NO and 0

61. In the nitrogen family the H-M-H bond angle

in the hydrides (MH,) gradually becomess

closer to 90° on going from N to Sb. This

shows that

90. The compound which on reaction with

aqueous HNO, at low temperature producCes

an oily nitrosoamine iS

(a) methyl amine
(c) diethyi amine

(b) 2 (c) 3 (a) 6

69. The metal that does not give the borax beadtes
(6) N,O and NO

(d) NH; and HCI
81. The addition of HBr is easiest with

(a) CH2 = CHCI (b) CICH= CHCI

(c) CH3CH= CH, (d) (CH3),C=CH

82. Formation of 2-butene as major product by

dehydration of 2-butanol is according to

(a) Markownikoff's ule
(b) Saytzeff's rule
(c) Peroxide effect
(d) Anti-Markownikoff's rnule

(a) chromium
lead

(6) nickel
(d) manganese

(b) ethyl amine
(d) aniline

70. Which one of the following sulphides i
yellow?
(a) Zinc sulphide
(c) Nickel sulphide

91. Reduction of aceryl chloride with H2 in

presence of Pd gives
(a) CH,COCH3

(c) CH,COOH(b) Cadmium sulphide

(d) Lead sulphide

b) CH,OH
(d) CHCHO

(a) the basic strength of hydrides increases

(b) the bond energies of M-H bonds increases
(c) almost pure p-orbitals are used for M-H

bonding
(d) the bond pairs of electrons come nearer to the

central atom

71. A white solid '4' on heating gives off a g

which turns lime water milky. The residue B

yellow when hot but turns white on cooling

This solid 'A' is

(a) zinc sulphate
(c) lead sulphate

92. Amongst the folowing the most basic

compound is

(a) benzyl amine

(c) acetanilide
(b) aniline
(d) p-nitroaniline83. Carbon-halogen bond is strongest among the

following
(a) CH,Ci
(C) CH,F62. Which of the following represents the

electronic configuration of the
electropositive element?
(a) [He]2
() [Xe] 6s

(b) CH Br

(d) CH

84. Which of the following reacts with phenol to

give salicylaldehyde after hydrolysis?

(a) Dichloro methane (b) Trichloro methane

(d) None of these

93. Polymerisation in which two or more

chemically ditrerent monomers take part, Is

called
(a) addition polymerisation

(6) co-polymerisation

(c) chain polymerisaton

(d) homo polymerisation

(6) zinc carbonate

(d) lead carbonate
most

b) [Hej2
d) Xe] 2

12. Which of the following compounds exo

optical isomerism?
(a) CH,CH,COOH (b)

CH,CHOHCOOH
(c) Methyl chloride

63. Mark the oxide which is amphoteric in
character.
(a) CO
() SnO,

64. In whichofthe following the inert pair effect is
most prominent?
(a)C
(c) Ge

65. The alkali metal that reacts with nitrogen
directly to form nitride is
(a) Li
()K

() CHCH,CH,OH (d)
CH,CHOHCH;

75. The number ofpossible isomers for compu

C2H,Cl2Bris
(a)2

74, The IUPAC name of crototonaldelyue

(a) prop-2-en-1-al
(c) but-2-en-1-al

5, Which of the following is most solublei in

water?
(a) Normal butyl alcohol
(b) Zso-butyl alcohol
(c) Tertinry butyl alcohol
(d) None of the above

(b) Si0
(d) Ca0

94. Strach is the polymer of
(a)glucose
(c) both (a) and (b)

(b) fructose
(d) None of these

(b) 3 (c)4 (d)6

(b) propenal

(d) bulena

95. Polythene is an addition polymer of

(a) methane

(c) ethylene

(6) ethane

(d) acetylene

(b) Si
(d) Pb

1:thyl alcohol exhibits acidic character on

rencting with
(a) acetic acid
(b) sodiunmmetal
) liydrogen iodide
aacidic potassiumdichronaate

96. Which carbohydrate is an essential constituer

ofplant celIs?
(a) Starch

(c) Sucrose

75, Gasoline is obtained from crude pen

its (b) Cellulose
(d) Vitamins(a) fractional distillation o

(b) vacuurn distillation
(C)steam distillation
(d) pyrolysis

(b) Na
(d) Rb
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99. Nylon is a

(a) polyamide

(c) polycthylene

100. Which of the following expression is com

for the first orderreactions (o refers to initial
concentration and t/2 rcfcrs tohalf-lifctime
(a) 4/2Co0
()2Co

Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 2005 15
97. The deficiency of vitamin-B, causes

a) beri-beri
() rickets

tthe roots , of the
6). scurvy
(d) anaemia

(b) polyester
(d) polypropylene

equation

arc such that o+ B =, then

19. If A and B are square matrices oforder 3 suchthat 14|=-1,1B |=3, then |34B \is equal to98. Which of the following is not present in

nucleic acids?
(a) Uracil
(6) 2-aminopyridine r&r RPF
(c) Thymine
(d) Adenine

ax a)-9
(C)-27 (6)- 8

) 81
the valuc of7. is

(b) C()b(b) /2 C
(d) y2 oc2

0-120. Let A =| 0 -1 0, the only correct(d) + b

a-b() -10 0
statement about the matrix A, is
(a) A is a zero matrix
(b) A = -1, where I is a unit matrix
c) A does not exist
)A =[

Mathematics 12. A student is to answer 10 out of 13 questions
in an cxamination such that he must cho0se
atlcast 4 from the first five questions. The
number of choices available to him is
(a) 140

280

has a non-zero solution, then a,b,c
(a) are in AP
(b) are in GP
(C) are in HP

(d) satisfy a + 2b + 3c = 0

7.If the cquations X= Cy+ bz, J= az + cr and
bx + ay have a soluti0n other than
x= 0. y= 0, 2 = Q then a, band careconnected
by the relation
(a) a+b +c°+3abc =0
(b) a +b +c* + 2abc = 1

(c) a* +b + c* -bc- ca - ab = 0

cqual to
T3+i)

(6) 196
(d) 346 2 0 0

21.IfA =|0 2 0,then A is equal to
o o 2

)1 )-1 C)

13. How many numbers of five digits can be
formed from the numbers 2, 0, 4, 3, 8, when

2. Let 2 and be two roots of the cquation
+a+b=g : being complex. Furher,
assume that the origin. 1 and :2 form an
cquilateral triangle. Then
(a) a =b
()a* 3b

repetition of digits is not allowed?
(a) 96

(C) 144

(a) 54
164

b) 10A

(d) 324
(b) 120

(d) 4
6) a = 2
d)a =4b

3. If-1+-3 =re. then is equai 1

22. The maximum value off(0)== asin 0 +bcos14. The number of integral terms in the expansion

of(V3 +V5)*"0, is

(a) 32

c)34
(b) 33
(d) T(d) None of the above

b)- (d)va+b8. I1 Xj,X2X3 and y V2» V3 are both in GP with
the same common ratio, then the points

(1,1 ), (x2. 2)and (X3. }'3)
(E) lie ona straight line
(6) lie on an ellipse
(C) lie on a circle
(d) are vertices of a triangle

15. C +2C2 + 3C3 +.. +nC, is equal to
(a) 2"
(C) n-2"-

16. The sum of the series

(b) n-2
(d) n-2

23. The sum of the radii of inscribed and) circumscnibed circles for an n sided regular
polygon of side a is

4.If . log4 2-log 8 2+ log 16 2-...is
(a) e

(c) log2-1
(b) log2++1

(d) 1-log 2
(a) x=kr, where n is eny positive integer
(5) x = 2r, where n is any posive intege
C)x=4n+1 wherenis any poSitive imeger
(d)x= 2n+ wheren i5 eny positive inieger

9. The value of24.4/8.gl/16.161/32.,ois
(C) )

(6) 2 a a 1+a
24 0+cos

cos + Sin 40°

17. If b b 1+6=0 and vectors S cqual to

12 equal to
12 10. The value of 'a' for which one root of me

quadratic cquation234 () (b) V3

(,a,a),, 6,b) (1e,ci) are(a)
25

263
()

and
(a-Sa+3 + (3a - 1x + 2= 0is twice a
large as the other, is

Coplanar, then the product ade equals
(a) 2
(c)

(d)

27 (d) None of these (b)-
()

2
25 The trigonometrie cquation sin =2sina,

has a solution for6. If the system of linear equations
(b)

X+ 2ay + az = 0
A

x+3by +bz =0
18, The valueof() (d) (b) all real values of a

X+4cyt cz =0
(a) ay (b) a ()las
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Chhattisgarh PETSolvedPaper200 17normal at the point (bif,2ht,) on aAl hola mects thc parabola again in the point points (2,1,-3),(-3,1,7)andaline parallel to

33. The distancc ofthe point (-2, 3) from the line
26. Ifsin 60 + sin 40 +sin 20 0,then 0 is cqual to

48. The acute angle betweenthe line joining the*a) ornT (6)or nn+
6 20(a) 5V2

(c) 3S
34. A square of side a is lics ubove the .

(b):25
(d) sv3

4 (biz, 2b12 ) then

2
(a)4-

2

(c)or 21Tt through the point (-1,0,4(d) None of these (b)4-4
has one vertex at the origin. The passing27. If in a AABC

the orign makes an an (d)1 2through

a0ca with the positive direction
of

()
con

(6) cos

acosccosJthan
1. 1fthe linexcos u. +ysin pbe the normal to (d)cosa,b and C

(a) are in AP
(c) are in HP

X-axis. The cqualion of is diagonal
nopassing through the origin, is

(a) y(cos a- sin o SIn -cos a)= a
(b) J(cos a + Sin o)+ X(SIn d- cos a) =a
(c) y(cos a+Sin a)+ X{Sin d+cos a)= a
(d) v(cos a+Sin )+ x(cosd - sin a)= a

(6) are in GP
(d) satisfa+b=c

theellipse + thena
(a) p(a cos u + b sinu) = *-6
() pta cos u+b'sin?u)=(a-b
(c) p(a secu + b'cosec u) = d - b
(d) pluasecu + b'cosec u)=(a-6

49. Two systems of rectangular axis have the same
origin. If a plane cuts them at distances a, b,cand a .,c from the origin, then

28. If A>0, B>0 and A+B = then the

maximum value of tan 4 tan 5is
35. The equation of the straight line joining the

origin to the point of intersection of
y-X+7= 0and y+ 2r-2=Q is
(a) 3x+4y=0
c) 4x-3y= 0

23b)

43.The foci of the ellipse = 1 and the(b) 3x 4y=0
(d) 4x+ 3y= 0

29. The length of the shadows ofa vertical pole of
height k, thrown by the sun's rays at three
different moments are h, 2h and 3h. The sum of
the angles of elevation of the ray's at these three
moments iS cqual to

hyperbolada 5 coincide. Then, the36. Two straight lines given by the cquation
ax +2hry + by* = Oare perpendicular, if

(b) a + b=0 )
(d) ab = h

value of b° is
(2) a +b 2h 50. If a plane passes through the point (1, 1 1) and is

6) 5

(d) 9 perpendicular to the line -.(c)a+b =h

4. Thefoci ofthehyperbola 9*-16 =144are

(a) t4,0)
() 5, 0

45. The eccentricity of an ellipse with its centre ar

the origin isIf one of the directrix is r=4

) 37. If the sum of the slopes of the lines given by

x-2cy-7y =0 is four times their
then its perpendicular distance from the origin is

b) (0,4)
(d) (0,5)(c) d) product, then c has the value

(a)1
(c)2

(b) - 1

(d)- 2
()I

30.1un is equal0
38. If the rwo circles (x- 1) + (y-3) =r and

+-&+2y+8= 0 intersect in wO

distinct points, then
(2) 2< r<8
(C)r=2

51. A line makes the same angle8, with each of the

' and Z-axis. If the angle p, which it makes

with f-auis, is such that sin " p = 3sin 8, then
(a0 b) then the equation of the ellipse is

(a) 3x+4y =1
() 4x+3y2 = 12 (d) 4r +3 =

d)
(6) 3r4y* = 12

31. The locus of a point whose difference of
distance from points (3, 0) and (-3,0)is 4, is (b) r< 2

(d) r> 2

cos 8aquals

0ITthe length of perpendicular drawn rm
ogin on a plane is 7 unit and its direction

ratios are3 2 and 6, then that plane is

(a)-3r+ 2y+ 6z- 7 0
(6)-3r +2y+ 62 - 49= 0
(c) Ar 2y+ 6z + 7=0
(d) -Ar+2y- 62 - 49 0

he slortest distance fom t

(a)
(a) =! 39. The equation of normal to the cireie

2r +2y-2x-5y+ 3=0at(1,1) 15

(8) 2x+ y=3
(e) x+2y =3ih(d) None of hese

S0, The equation of the parabola with its verte

e origin, axis on the Y-axis and pa»

through the point (6,-3), is

(e)=12r+6
(b)=12y
(c)E-12y
(d) -12x+6

(
(b) x- 2y=3

32. Locus of centroid of the triangle whose
vertices are (acos i,asin 1), (bsini,-bcos1)
and (1,0), where I is parameter, is

52. If the equation of a line through the point a and

parallel to vector bisr=a+th where r'is a

parameter, then its perpendicular distance fromm

the point e s

() (3x-1f+(3y? =a-
(b) (3x- 1 +(3yf =a+b
() (3x+ 1+(3y =a?+ b
(d) (3x+1 +(3yf =a-b

sphere
(a)Cb)xa

the

+t4x-2y-6:= 153s
(a) 26

()
b)Xe

(a) +c
()

() 13 (d) 3
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The volume of a parallelopiped whose sid.
first deriv

14intersection of the spheres
and

53 The
Rgiven y a-2-3i, b=î+p

s are Wt. xatx=l is
1S equal to

x+y+2+7x 2y-z=13
r+y+z3r+3y+4z = 8is the same as

the intersection of one of the sphere and the

plane
(a) xy-z=1?
() xy-2z = 1

54. If 0 is the angle between the vectors

a-21 +2j-k and b= 6î -3j+2k, then

(a)tanx+c (b) sinx +c3i-kis
(a) 6 cu unit
(c) 4 cu unit

(b) 0
(b) 5 cu unit
(d) 3 cu unit

(b) x-2y-z=1|
(d) 2x-y-z=1 . 1f sin y* Sin (at y) then is o:

ax Esl61. If a, b, c are non-coplanar vectors and 2 :
real

75. lim 2 -e" is equal tonumber, then the Vectorsand (2-1)c Sina

sin(a+)
b)Sin(a +y)

Sina

n*r =ln"
SrL (a) e 15: (b) e-1a+2b+ 3c, Ab+ 4c

non-coplanar for
(a) all values of
(b) all except one value of a
(C) all expect two values of
(d) no value of 7

(C)1-e (d)e +1
3

76. dris equal tocos 2x+ 1

(a) tanxx+C
(c) x-tan x+c d)-xcotx+c

7. Suppose f is such that f(-x)=a) for
every realxand fu) dx=5 then f)d

4(a cos.
21 () sin a sin (a+ ) sin a st

so
21

Cos8=-
19

& The value of x, at which the first derivative of
1

thefunction x W.r.t.risare

2
(c) cos19 (d) cos8= (6) x+ tan x+c

21
(1-cos 2x)sin 5x

55. If a, b and c are three vectors, Such that

a+b+c=0 al= 1,|b=2,|cl=3, then
a b+bc+c a is equal to

0

62. The value of limn-
x0

S

sin 3r

(a)-
3

b)
10

(a)2 (b) 3 is equal to(a)
() 7

(6)--7
(d) 1 ay (a)10 (b) 5 (d)-5

69.Ifx = e*, then is
dxd) 78. If F(y)=e,8(y)=y,y> 0and53

F)= ft-y)s(y)dy,then

(a) F(1)=1-e(1+t) (b)F(t)=e-(1+1)
() F()=te d) F(t)= te

56. If the position vectors of P and 2 are

(i+3-7k)and (5i2+4k) then |PQ T+X
1+ l0g *

log
1+log63. A function f from the set of natural numbers to

integers detined byis
(a) V158

() V161

(b) 160
(d) V162

(d)og X

(1+ logx() not defined
when n is odd

0. The ponts on the curve y=12r-x at whichs, 79. The area bounded by the X-axis, the'curve

the gradient is zero, are
(a) (0, 2), (2, 16)

1S

57. Let u=i+j.v=i-jand w=î+2}+3k. ifn y=j()and the linesx=\x=b and is equal

to b +1-2 forallb>1 then flx)is

(e)x-1

when n is even

(b) (0,-2), (2,-16)
2-16), (-2,16) (d) (2,16),(-2,-16)

21. fx)= x", then the value of bg a

1003

is a unit vector such that u -n =0 andv n = 0 (a) one-one but not onto
(6) onto but not one-one
()one-one and onto both
(d) neither one-one nor onto

b)x+1
then Iw nlis equal to

(b) 1

(d) 3
(a)0

(c) 2 )- )f")
1!

+1
32-3s64. The value of lim-X2 3 -9

2 3! t HI

1 0s
80. Let fx) be a function satisfyingSa)= f(

with f(O)=1 and g*), be a function that

satisties f(«)+8()=x Then, the yalue of

the integeral )g)dis

58. If A=î-2j-3k, B=2î +j-k IS
and

T
C=i+3j-2k,then (AxB)xCis

)S-i+3+4k) (6) 4(-i+3j+4k)
(5--3-4k) d) 4+3+4k)

(b) (a)27 (c)0 (d)1

he minimum value of the functio
J() 2x-21r36r-201s

(b) -1263
(d) None of these

(b)2
( (d) log 3

(6)e 2
65. Iff:R> R satisfies a)-128

)12059.A particle is acted upon by constant forces

4+-3k and 3i +j-k which displace it Sa+ )= f)+ S(V), for all x, yeR
and

S)=7, then 2 S)is
8

Whe
Ifthe function f(x)=2* - 9ax + 12ax+ o (©) e d) et

from a point i +2j +3k to the point

si +4+k. The work doneinstandardunit by
a0, attains its maximum and minimum

81. +22
is equal to

* at p and qrespectively such that p"4
then a equalsthe forces is given by (a) 0y(6)

(d) +1)2
A

(a)40 (6) 30 () Tn(n+1) 3 b) 1 (c) 2 (d
(c) 25 (d) 15
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$2. Family=dx+A" ofcurve is represented by 90. Given that, PlaO6)=P(A OATI

the differential equation of degree
(a) 3
(c) 1

thaded region is represented byitsnsix 100. Shaded regionis represented by

Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 2005 121

(b) 2
(d) None of these

3 D
PB)= then the value ofP(A)is 4X-2y-3

0, 20)

(0,16) C 20, 40
(0,3/2). The degree and order of the differential

equation of the family of all parabolas whose

axis is X-axis, are respectively
(a) 2, 1

3

91. The mean and variance or a random Variaki.
having
respectively, then P (X = 1)is

binomial distribution are 4 (40.0X5y80(b) 1,2(c)3,2 d) 2,3 X
B(-34,0)}0 O{20,0) A4

84. Solution of the differential equation

ydr-xdy=xtydr 32 16 2
92. If two events A and B are mutually exclusiv

then P(AnB)is
(a) P(A)=P(B) i- (6) P(A)+ P(B)
c)

(a) 2x+ 5y2 80, x + ys 20,x2 0, ys0
(6) 2x+ 5y2 80, x + y2 20,x20, y20
(C) 2r+5ys 80,x+ ys20,x2 0,y2 0
(d) 2x+5yS 80,x+ ys 20, xS 0, ys 0

(a) ye cx b) ye= cr
(a) +r-2yS3
() 4x -2y23

(b) 4x-2yS-3
(d) 4x-2y2-3(c) ye cx

(d) P(A):P(B)85. The solution of the differential equation

tany =0is
dx

zero

93. If the lines ofregression of Y on XK and X on

make angles 30° and 60° respectively with the

positive direction of X-axis, then the

correlation coefficient between X and Y is

Answers
PHYSICS

(a) (r-2) = ce tan +c

(b) 2xetan = e tan +c.
(b)(a)

12. (a)
2. 6. (c) 7. (6)3 (b)

14.
4. 5. (c) 9. (a) 10. (b)

19. (b) 20. (a)

29. (C) 30. (d)
40.

1. (c) 8. (c)
(b)13. (6) (b6) 5. b)11. (

21. (
16. 17. (C) 18.(a)

V2
(b) (c)C3 22. a 23. (b) 24. (a) 25 a) 26 c) 27, C) 28. (c)

(c) xe tany+ C

yean +C
(d) 33. (d) 34. (d) 35. Kd) 37. (a) 38. (b) 39. (c)

47.
57. (b)

31.0 32. 36. (a) a)
94. If X and Y are independent variables, then

correlation coefficient is
(b)

53. (d)
(d)xe 42. (a) 43. 44. (a) 45. d) 46. c) 48 d) 49. (c) 50. d)41. C)

59. (6) (b)54. (d)

(a)
(6) 56. (d) 58. (d) 60.55. (6)

65. (b)
51. d) 52.

the differential equation86. Solution of
x+y-1) dr + (2x+2y-3) dy = 0

(b) 66. (6) 67.(c)

73. (d)
63. 64. a

77. C)
87.

62. 69. (D) 70. (D)58.

8. (b)(a)1(b)-1 (c) (d) 0 51. c) a)

79. (c) 80. (b)

89. (b) 90. (d)
98. (b) 99. (6)100. (d)

71. ( C) 72. (d) 74. (c)io: 75. (6) 76. (d)

(a) y+x*+ log (x + y-2)= c19
(b) t 2x+ log (x+ 2)C
(c)2y+x+ log (x+ y-2)=c

(C
95. (6,c) 96. (b) 97. (d)

82. (d) 83. (a) 84. (a) 85. (b) 86. 8. C)
95. The equation x -3x+4 0 has only one real

root. What is its first approximate value as

obtained by the method of false position n
(-3-2
(a)-2.125 (b) 2.125 (c)-2.812 (d) 2.812

96. Ifa and a + h arce two consecutive approximae

roots of the equation f(x)= 0 as obtained y

Newtons Method, then h is equal to

(a) (b) (©)- )

81. C

91. (d) 92. (a) 93. (a) 94. (b)

CHEMISTRY
() 2y+2x+ log (t -2)=c 10 (c)(c)6. (d) K 7. (6)}

16.

8. 9. C)(b)

(b)
(6) (b) (c)

13. (c)
2. 3. 4. (d)

87. The differential equation for the family of
curve x +y2ay = 0, where a is an

7. 18. 19. a) 20. C)
14. (6)

c)
11. (d) 12. (c) 15.

30. (a)29. (C

39. (a)

48. (6) 49. (c)

27. (d) 8, (6)(d)
(b)

21. 25. 26. (a)(a)
31.

24
(d)

22. (a) 23. b) 40. (a)
37. (d) 38. a)arbitrary constant, is

(a) 20-y) y=y (b) 2x*+ )y=y
) )y=2y (d) (r+y)y= 2

88.Solution of the differential equation

36. C
46. (a)

35.(c)

41.
34

(b)
33. (c)32. (a)

(d)

52. (d)

47.
57: (a)

50.(b)
c)

d)(d)
51.

44
54

(d)

45. (C)

(6)

65. (a)

42. :43. (b) 50.
55. 56. 58. (6)5 59. (C)

(d)
61.

53. (6)
(d) 58. (d) 69. (c)h70. (b)

66. 57. (C)
(d)

71.
(c)

72. (b)
64

(c)
79. (a) 80. (a)

0. (C)

62. 63. (C)Sa)So) 78 (d)f'a Sa) 76. (b) 77. (b)
(b)

81. (d)
91.

75.(a)

85. (c)
73. (C) 74. 89. (a)

99.
(b) 87. (c 88. (a)

97. If 2a + 3b + 6c = Q, then at least onerooro

cquation ax + bx+ c= 0lies in the inverva

(a) (0, 1) (b) (1, 2) (c) (2, 3) (d) (.)

98. The value of f(x) is given only a

86.
82. 83. (c) 84: (b)(b)

92. (a)
a) (a)cos x+ysin x= l iscOdx 96. (b) 97. (a) 98. (b) 100.

(d) 93. (6) 94 (a) 95..(C)

MATHEMATICS(a) y sec x tan x = C

(b) y secx= tan x+C
(C) y tanx= sec XtC

d) y tan X= sec x tan x +

89. The solution of the differential equation
ydr +(+ry)y=0is
(a) c (6)+log y=c

6.(c) 7. (6) 8. (a) 9. (b) 10. (a)

16. (d)

26.

(a)

15..(C)
19. (6) : 20. (d)

29.
1.(c)
11. (a)
21. (c)
31.(a)
41. (a)

5.
C)(c)

12. (b)

(d)

2. 3. (a) 4. (a) . (b) 18.
a) 30. (6)x=0 L Which of the followingca 13. (a) t 14. (6)

27. (a) 28. (c)
(a

36. (6)

(6)

39. (c) 40. (c)

49. (d) 50. (c)

59.(a) 60. (c)

69. (d) 70. (d)

79

24. (b) 25. (c)
38 (a)22

32. (b)
23. b) 37. d)

34. 35. d
used to evaluatefx) dr approximac

(a) Trapezoidal rule
(6) Simpson's rule

33. (a) 47. (a) 48. (a)
46.

(d)
45. b)

57: (d) 58. (a)i

68.(a)

78. (6)
88. (6) 89. (C)

98. (a)

42. (d) 43. C) 44. C
51 55.

(d)

56.
(a)

(c) 54. a) )
67. (6)

77.
52. (b) 53. (d) 66. 80. C

90. (6)

100.

61. (c) 65.. (b)

(6)

62. (a) 76. (c)

86. (c)

(d)

71 63. (c) 64. (C)

.(c) 74 c)
rapezoidal as well as Simpson's

(d) None of the above
log y+C 72. (d) 73. C) 87. C81. (b) 99 (b) C(d) log y= Cx 84. C) 35. 97. (a)
xy 82. a) 33. b) 96.. (a)

92. (c) 94. (d) 95. (a)
93. (c)
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8.
Kincticeniergy,KE, -

2m 12. Moment of incrtia ofHints & Explanationsaprg09atstgeuda

When moientumis increased by 50% then
he ring about an axis
passing through its
centrePhysics Isp

and
Distance travelled in last 2 s

Workdone Kinetic cncrgy KE, =pf2.25 perpendicular to its
plane1. Power =- 2m Zm

Time 40-s-slt-2)*
Jncreasc in kinctic cncrgy I MR

Dimensions of power
[MIL T*)=[MLT*]

[T)

2.25p P1.25p2 According to parallel axis theorem of moment
of inertia40--s(t +4-4) 2m 2m 2m

.%incrcasc in kinetic energy

1.25p 100
(p*/2m)

I =[ MR
= MR+MR =2MR

2. For option (a), 40-2g + 2gt
V=kmg'nr

Substituting dimensions of cach term,
-= 125%40 20+20 13. To take a safe tum2m

LT]=Mx[LT*)

[ML'T]x [L]

201 60 (20) a= 3 9. Relation between momentum and kinetic tan&
20x 98239a7A energy,

LT]=[LT'] Height ofthe minaret g p = 2KEm 2.04 = tan (639)

Dimensions on each side are same. Therefore P= v2KEm 639=x10x334 mthe relation in option (a) is true dimensionally. 14. Moment of inertia of a rod about an axis
passing through its centre and perpendicular to
the rod

When, kinetic energy is increased by 0.1%,2
3. Given, u=0

Distance travelled in first 10 s.
then

5. Hypermetropia can be removed by using

spectacle of canvex lenses.
KE' = 1.001 KE

2
2

p'2mx 1.001 KE

= 1.0005 2 mKE
6. Distance travelled in horizontal direction

= horizontal component of velocity=0-xao = 1.0005pX time period.
2u LL6S50a

Distance trvelled in 200s

% increase in momentumucos x" Sin6
100

(p- p) x
P

ML

f=0a (20 = 2002 x2 sin & cos 6
100

= (1.0005 p - p)x- 0.05% According to paraliel axis theorem of moment

of inertia,
Distance ravelled in lest 10s

s=-
200a-524 = 150a

Dividing Eq. ) by Eq. (i)

R
u sin26

0. If u is the initial velocity of the ball then is

initial kinetic energy (KE)= mu.) =I+ M

7. Given m =2 kg, u = 10 m/s g = 10 m/s*,= 0
Retardation offered by the friction force

a==E =ug

ML ME4MLE
Velocity of the ball at the highest point

12 36 36
UCOs 45°="

2
Kinetic energy at the highestpo

s150a ML

2 35 m
9

4. Distance travelled by a freely falling body in
second

a 02x 10 2m/s

Using equation of motion
15. Given, = 27 x 2=47 rad's.

4= kg-m,/ =2kg-m',o, =?

According to law of conservation of angulars, ..) u-24s
pertectly elastiv collision o two equa

Ses velocities of the masses intercnug
elocity ofPator

Distance travelled by a freely falling body in
(t-2) second

0=(10)2x 2s momentum

4s= 100
elocityof alter collision = l5n/ss

collision = 10m/s

-e-2 1 27rads2i) S 25 m
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t
mcan square velocity of moleculea of23.

Root
gas3Rotational kinetic energy KE =; lo

3RT
Vrm M

19. Expansion in bar on incrcasing temperature
by

Ar°C A rms VT

Al oLAr
A2

1x (4n)2
2x (21)

Young's modulus Y = L
AAl

27+273
2 2 Ez = 4EKE2 =- . Force exerted by the rod on the support 300

Therefore, rotational KE of the system

decreases.

28. Fall in temperature = 100-99 1°PC

Vofume of small copper cube
= (1)° = lcm

2 VT2 ulbei
300 4 fAE

F=YAaAt
16. Effective acceleration when lif is descending

with acceleration g,
4 T2 Let its mass be m

8-8=0
Time periodT=2

20. Given,V=1L =1000cm',Ap=1x10'Nn'

AV=0.4cm 2=1200OK
T2 = 1200-273 = 927 C

Rate of heat emission
mcAGorAp-V

Bulk modulus (5)AV 24.If the degrees
specific heat

freedom is n, then ratio of

17. Acceleration due to gravity at height h from

earth's surface

1x10 x1000 H=CXlmc
100 100

0.4 CYl+ Volume of bigger copper Cube = (2)

8 cm2.5x 100N/m2

25, Velocity ofsound in a gas (y21. As soap bubbles coalesce at constant

temperature, therefore

area of new bubble = total area of given so0ap

bubbles

M Mass ofbigger copper cube = 8m

Rate ofheat emissionRoot mean square velocity of molecules of
But,

2 8as H,=ncx!&mc3RT
ms M

.)
4Tr = 4Tn + 4th

+
r=yr +

Total surface area of smaller copper cube

M 3RT 6x (1
or rms

22. Height ofwater column rises in a capillary nuoe

is given by

Or
26. Slope ofadiabaticcurve A = 6cm*

Total the surface area of bigger copper cube

6x (2)0414 27 cos 8
h= Slope of isothermal curve =-af2rpgh 0414 R

Distance form the centre ofthe earth
=R+0414R=1414 R

4 24cm
Slope of adiabatio curve
Slope of isothermal curveh

Rate ofheat emission H«A
18. Escape velocity is given by

Y,2gR
At earth h = h,g, = 8.
Atmoon h2 =?,82 244p/

" Kate or radiatiou emitted by the souree
T (according to Stefan's law)

isthe dlisatnce

-2xR=GM Using Eqs. (i) and (ii), we get

h2 S1
g/6 ofthe foil ttom the soure, 4100 &mc

2 200st
h2 6h
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18. Sun appcars a little red before the actual 43. Radius of orbit is given by,32. In a stationary wave all particles betwcen

two stunrisc duc to refraction of light.the mean positionnodes pass thhrough

sametime with diferent velocities, t he29. Rate of heat flow in inner cylinder

H
A14,A0 TR a49

4Tr kame
33. Given, a = 3, a2 =5

Horizonx=ta)*
nin

Rate of heat flow in outer cylinder

,2448K2[T(2R) -TR*]A
H2

(-a)
(3+5)64 16
(3-5)2

Forhydrogen,n = land z, = 17=05 A
forHe,na =4, z2 =2, 7 =?>Observer

.(11)
2

Z2tut
Sun Earth

34. Wavelength of X-rays (1 A) << width ofe

(0.6 mm). To observe ditiraction pattem the

width of slit should be of the order of

wavelength ofrays used. Therefore, for X-Tays

no diffraction pattern will be observed.

35. During the interference energy remains

conserved only redistribution of energy takes

place and this distribution does not change

Total rate of heat flow*

H H +H
_KiTR*49 K37R s0

39. Speed of light in glass plate (v) =

Time taken by light to cross the plate

40A
44. First series of hydrogen spectral called Lyman

series lies entirely in the ultraviolet region.

-(K +3K }nR-A8
.ii)

Ifk is the resultant thermal conductivity, then

45. Velocity of an electron in orbit is given by

2tkZe
KR(2R A8K4nR-A8v) with time. c/u c
H=. 36. In Young's double slit experiment, the width

of slit is 40. Deviation produced by a prism is given by,

o=(4-1A
v=-

nh
From Egs. (i) and (iv)

For bydrogen, =, n=1, and k=1|
2te4

Here, =14,42 = 1.5 and 3 =1.6
30. Displacement in simple harmonic motion is

given by
Wavelength of red light (R )> wavelength of

yellow light (y)
Therefore, when sodium light (yellow light) is

replaced by red light, the fringe width will

increase.

yEasin (01+0) Therefore,
41. Given, S

=25cm, f =-10cm.
Focal length of the combination lens,

Given, 46. Given, Ri = i.6 Ci, T=2.5 days, i= 10 days

asin (01 +) or sin (or+ )= :Numberof half-lives (n)=>,*
37. Given, u1 =- 10 cm, vj =-20cm,

u2 =-99cm, v2 =?
From miror formula,

F Asin 30° orsin 150
CO + = 30° Activity, R=Ro

o +02 150

Phase difference (o2 -)=150°-30°
and

1=120° - 50As focal length of the mirror is same, nen
31. Equation of displacement, Q1Ci50

F =--cm
3x= 3sin STu + 4cos 5tt

47. From radioactive disintegration law

N=Noex= 3sin Su + 4sin (5TI ET/2) 50Comparing this equation with

x=a SinO1 +a2 Sin (o! +0)
F :or 3x 100 620 (-10) ,(-99)

a 3,a2 4 and o= Power of the combination lens Mean life
2

Resultant amplitude

A=a +a + 2a,a, cos 42, Sun's spectrum is continuous emissioi
V2 20 10 993 f P 6D

V2 =- 204 Cm
j

displacement of the image

204- 20=04 cm.

=Noe
N=

ot Norum and black lines obtained in it are

raunhofer lines. These lines shows lnc
absorptionspectrun

A=V3) +(4) +2x3x4xcosn/2
= 9+16 5 Therefore, image will shifi by 0,4

cm awa)

N 03678N
from the mirror.
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chhattisgarh PET SolvedPaper 2005 29Potential () across 2 HFis

200600V
:dBut, given, BooANumber of disintegrated atom

No03678 N
E06322 No

g=B6 +B62E
61. Using Kirchhoff's junctions rule,

C 2
52. From the tangent law 15APotential on internal plates vo 3ANo B=Htan = 1000 600= 400V TA

where, B is the magnetic Iield at the centre of
the coil,

0 = Htane or tan n

hen two charged spheres are put in contact
and9. then separatea hen charges are

10 A
48. The density of nucleus in kg/m is ofthe order

of10

49. On an average 2 to 3 prompt neutrons are

produced per fission of U-.
50. Time period of vibrations of a freely

suspended magnet is givenby

stributed on them into the ratio of their
5A 13 A2r capacitances.

tan 6, Current flowing through arm AB,
= 15-8=71A

Current flowing through arm BC,

OC2 9191212/fTtan 2
tan 60°

96i tan 45°

. Potential at the centre of first ring
Q2T2MB 7+3=10A

Current flowing through arm DC,
8+5 13A

.Current I= 13+10= 23 A

2 i9/1.1A,ioOt
where,

Rmoment of inertia of themoment,

M= magnetic dipole moment ofthe magnet,
B=magnetic field.
When a magnet is broken into two equal
parts, then

62. In the given circuit53. Work done in deflecting the magnet through an

angle is given by 104TE0
R-R

= MB(1-cos ) R RR 4TE RvN2

Therefore, it is a balanced Wheatstone bridge.54. The resistance of a voltmeter should be large

because a voltmeter is always used in parallel,
therefore it will draw negligible current asa
result it does not appreciably change the

potential difference to be measured.
55. Water is an excellent solvent because its

molecules are highly polar.

56. The electric field generated by a point charge 1s

not uniform, therefore torque acting on electric

dipole due to the field may be zero.

57. In equilibrium the net force acting on any

charge Q should be zero.

M
Therefore, no curent willflow through arm
BD

Potential at the centre of the second ring, 63. Power deli l to resistor

P=I'R andI=_
R+r4TE0 4Tte RN2

2 P=- R
4TEGR L (R+r)

1ME

2 122 otential differcnce between the centres of two
ings.

For maximum power dP = 0

ER+-2R +RIor
MPOlestrength xLs R=r

L

4tER ) -0)
64. Let 2 be the distance of null points from

positive terminal for cells of emf E and E2,

then
1Q4. -47Te 4TE (2r)

M2-4 d AS

Work done on movinga charge q trom the

Therefore, for the cell of emf E, the null point

will be obtained to the right of C.

65. Magnetic field at the centre of the loop of one

2x3uF58. Equivalentcapacitance
24

5

Ot one ring to centre ofsecond ringP W=Vg i
2s turn

1. Total intensity of earth's magnetic field

total charge by q= x 1000=1200C -a)(W2-)
10 1(V24TeR)B=B +
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69. In a moving coil galvanometer

n BIA = CO

law isScalartorm ot Biot-Savart

dB =o 1dlsin 6

4TT2
5 81. When the circular coils carrying current in thesame direction are approaching each other thendue to change in magnetic flux inducedemf 1sproduced in them. The inducedcurrent flowingthrough the coils decreases the real currentflowing through the coil.

82. The loop is moving in its own plane withuniform velocity perpendicular to the magnetic
field. Therefore, there is no change in magneticflux linked with the loop. Hence, no current
will induced in theloop

83. The values of alternating votage for one half
cycle is equal and opposite to the next half
cycle. Therefore, average value of alternating
voltage over one cycle is zero.

When a loop of twoturns ofradius is.
formed, then

2x 27t= 27T
In vector form,

70. In amoving coil galvanometer,tu.
RnBIA = C0 AR=oalKLia4T aEMagnetic field at the centre of the loop of two

Current sensitivity nBA W
Given, r=SCm, / = 0.1A

Magnetic moment of the loop

M IA =Ixnr2

= 0.1x 3.14 x (5x10)
= 7.850 x 104 bed
7.85x 10 A-m

turn
6.RHoiz HoX2x1

2
Current sensitivitye

2(r/2)
B'=4B Therefore, current Sensitivity of movine

66. Heat produced in a wire t n zalvanometer can be increased by ecreasing
the torsional constant of its suspension.

71. Given,G= S2,1, = 5mA,V=100volt,R=?
To convert a galvanometer into a voltmeter,

V=l(G+R)
100 5x 10 (5+R)

20x10 = 5+R

R

R Pp
A s73.

7. Magnetic fíeld at the centre of a long solenoid
is given by L84. Time constant for L-R circuit=But

RB =Honl
Therefore, magnetic field at the centre is
independent of D.

L. Dimension of T = dimension of

pl
78.Given, =u =l(say)

current in iron wire = current in copper wire

R=19995 Q FrequencyWhen both the length and radius of the wire are

doubled, then
time period

72. When an electron enters a magnetic field inthe

same direction as the magnetic field, thenforce

acting onit

Dimension of frequency= dimension of

'= R Rcu

R Rcu,
PPcu

Acu

0 P =

Px2 p F=Bqvsin 0° =0moe
As no force acts on electron, theretore is

velocity will remain unchanged.
85. The time constant of an L-R circuit is the time

in which the current in the circuit reaches a
value equal to about 63% of its maximum
value

86. Given, Xc =52 X =82
Impedence of the circuit

67. Heat produced in a resistance is given by
Q=1'RT 73. Magnetic force acting on charged particle

F=Bqvsin 90° Bqv Pou
In series equal current flows through the
resistances. Therefore, equal amount of
thermal energy will be produced in equal time
intervals in two equal resistors connected in
series.

he direction of force is perpendicular toi
direction of motion and magnetic eu
Therefore, particle will move on a circular

ana required centripetal force is obtainedy
the magnetic force,

(2)=XL Ac Ru Pcu
8-5=32

68. Given,PR 25W,P2 =100W and V = 220volt Ix 24 87. Given,L=07H, V=120volt, f=60 Hz

Current in the circuitResistance of bulb R = Bqv 2y V1.7x10
D. Given, L=0S H, A/ =10-0 10A, At =2s

Inducedemf(e)=A

mv
r=-R r

Bq Lo
120Therefore, resistance of bulb of 25W will be

greater.
Rate of heat produced in a bulb i

74. The direction of electric lines of 01
direction of electric field. L2Tf 07x27Tx60

= 0.5x2.5V
Electrie force acting on electron

F=E e'
B0,Energy storces

= 0455 A
22

The direction of force is in rctard

opposile 8 stored in a current carrying coil is
n series combination current is same.

H U-LIdirection of the electric field, 1.0

orce.
R 88. If is the peak value and ms is the root mean

Therefore, 25W bulb produce more heat and
will glow brighter.

'This enerBY
Therefore, the velocity of the

clectron
mergy. "5y IS stored in the coil as magnetic square value of alternating current, then

decrea
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Chemistr

94. When a chargcd particle moves pemenl
cc acts on itto the magnctic ficld, 1magnctic force

direction of motion

1.
Magnctic

whcrherc, n = number of unpaired electro
moment (4,)= {n BM On hybridisation, these atomic orbitals form

three trigonal planarsp hybrid orbitals which
being singly occupied, overlap with three
singly filled 2p, atomic orbitals of three
F-atom to form three B-Fo bonds which are
coplanar and inclined to each other at 120°.

perpendicular to the of unpaired electrons increases
As

nunber

0 2
well as mnagnctic licld. Thereforc, charged

particle exccuted a cirecular path.

95. Sclf inductancc of a solenoid is given by

L=HonlA

magnctic moment will also increasc.

(o) Is, 2 2p°, 3 3p 34

Number of unpaircd clectrons= 3

6) Is, 2 2p", 3s 3p 34

Number of unpaired clectrons = 5

o) s, 2 2p°, 3 3p 3d

Number of unpaired electrons= 3

(d) b, 2 2p°, 3s 3p 3a?

Number of unpaired electrons = 1

ns
89. The core of a transformer is laminated so that

energy losses due to eddy curents may be

minimised.

6. Hydrogen bond will be formed by highly
electronegative elements [F, O and N] only.
So, hydrogen bond doesn't present in liquid
HCI.

90. Given, V=100sin (100r)volt LA and L«l

96. When the positions of galvanometer and cell

are interchanged in a balanced Wheatstone

bridge, then balance of the bridge is not

affected, as in balanced condition
l100sin 100*mA

1. Ioníc bond will be formed between

Comparing given cquation with

V=V sin

I=lg sin (cor +©) weget

Vo =100vot,

electropositive elements and electronegative
elements. Electropositive elements have lower
value of ionisation potentialwhile
electronegative elements have high value of
electron afinity.

8. Number of molecularhybrid orbitals =number
of sigma bonds + number of lone pair of
electrons.

R

and
2. Electronic configuration of Fe ion is given

below

o =100mA and o=
Is, 2 2p', 3s 3p 34

3
97. If the emf of the standard cell is smaller than

the emfof the two cells then experiment will be

unsuccessful.
Power in the circuit, 1111 No-ol melecular

ybrid orbitals ondsationR Bond.angle

P=lm COS

Number of unpaired electrons =5

3. Chlorine atom gains one electron to form

chloride ion. So, chlorine atom differs from

chloride ion in the number of electrons.

98. Fora metallic wire, = R

180

120

='odocos where Ris the electrical resistance ofthewire.

Resistance of metallic wire increases as the

109 28"

temperature rises.
Dot structrure of CHj

100x100X1xcos
17CI

99. When coil is open, there is no current in i,
bence no flux is associated with it, i.e., o=

Also, we known that flux linked with the coil

15 directly proportional to the current in the

coil, i.e.,

17C
Number of Number off HCEH
clectrons= 17 elecurons 18

5x25W 4.Forn=3,1=0, 1,2
1.e. 1, has three values which means that it has

three sub shells [3s, 3p and 3d]
For a given value of , m=-l to +l including

H

91. Force acting on a current carrying conducior in

a magnetic field is given by,

F=Bllsin6

Number of molecular hybrid orbitals = number

of sigma bonds +number of lone pairs of

electrons
oor o=LI

Where Lis proportionality constant known d

self conductance.
Zero.

Fl
hus, for S-subshelll=Q m=0which means

-Subshell consists ofonly one orbital
ror p-subshell/= L,m= -10,+1 which means

subshell has three orbitals.
hus, total orbitalsforn=3 are

rd-subshell =2,m=- 2-1,0,+I+2
Ch means d-sub shell has tive orbitas
Ne orbitals are , 3pi 3Py 3P

=4+0
Number of molecular hybrid orbitals= 4

Hence, hybridisation =sp

Bond angle = 109 28.

Dot structure of H,O

L==0
92. Given, I =01A, n=100, r=5cm

Magnetic field at the centre of the coil, Again sincel = 0, hence R = »

B-Ho 100. Dimension of frequency = dim. ofRC
2r

lone pair of electrons

H--H
4T 10 x100x0.1 dim. of

2x5x 102 dimofc)
Number of molecular hybrid orbitals

2+2=4
4Tx10T

93. Two parallel wires carying currentsin
opposite direction wil repel each other.

Ce shell electronie configuration ot B m

xcited state is 2,2p2P2P
AHence, hybridisation= sp

Bond angle = 104.5°
But dimension ofis not equal to ie

dimension of frequency.
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36 ax 1000 hody centredcubicarrangement.
Each25. Le-Chatelier's

principle states

Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper200535he lone pairs repel the bond pairs, thercby.
decreasing the bond anglc.
Dot structure of CO2

molarityOfmality Cs is surrouncded by 8C1ons and each
a system in equilibrium is subjecte

98x 50

36x 50x 98
a

orinciple states as follows"IfCI ion 1s surrounded by
structurc has 8 : 8 coordination. s, Le, the ystem in equil

number of octahedral

O-C=O 2000
Number ofmolecular-hybrid orbitals= 2

Hence, hybridisation = sp
Bond angle = 180°

On adding 50 ml of waler, volume ofsol:becomes 100 mL.
Lct us consider, molarityofsolution=

change of concentration, temperature orpressure, the equilibrium shifts in a directionthat tends to undo the effect of the changemposed".

sites pre sphereThe
ngcd in a facecentrcd cubic structureisone.

ellof NaCI consists of four NaCI unitsDot structure of SO X 26. pH =-log{H° Jat 25°C concentration of H
in water is1 10".
As temperature increases, ionisationof waterncreases. Hence, concentration of Hncreases which decreases pH of water.

21. The solution of salt formed by weak acid and
strong base, is basic n nature.
NaOci is an example of such type of salt.
Na +OC1 H0Na+OH +HOCI

aXTO00
molcof crystalline NaCI will haveunits

98x 100
O S=0 xX100X 98a. 4

Number ofmolecular hybrid orbitals
=1+2=3

Hybridisation = sp*

1000
Unit cclls = 1505x 1023

10.
Frenkel dctect is present in those compounds

which have low coordination number and large
difference in the sizc of cations and anions.

1. Benzene and chloroform is an example of
non-idcal solution, shows negative devíation.

For non-ideal solution showing negative

From Eqs (i) and (ii)
36x 50x 98 ax100x98

2000 1000
X= 9(N)

Bond angle = 120°

9. If dipole moment of the molecule is zero, this
will imply that the molecule is symmetrical or
it has no lone pairs of electrons.
Electronic configuration of

13. Molarity =aX 1000

VxM
Na ion common on both sides

171x1000
So, OCT +H0OH+HOCI

deviation:
23. Concentration of total OH -[OH] comes

from water +[OH Jcomes from base

=1010
2x10

pOH-iogOH ]

-log (2x10)
-log 2-7log 10)}

-0.3010-7
pOH-6.699

pi-pOH=14
pi 14-pOH

a4-6.09

M-.2 2p,3s 3p 1000x 342 (a)A mixing-ve
(6)APmixing-ve
(c)PP*a :Pa< PhXp

12. Weight of H2O= 18g
Molecular weight of H,0= 18g

:Moles of H,O=.

(Molccular weight of C2H2011 =342u}Structure of MX3 is

X-M-X Molarity = M or 0.5 M
2

14. According to Raoult's law of relative lowering

of vapour pressureSo, number of molecular hyibridisation = 3
18Hence,sp bybrid orbitals are used.

P-Ps 8
10. Compounds having same structure are calicd

1sostructural.
p 1+N 1

For similar structure Weight of ethanol (C,H, OH) =414g
Molecular weight of C,H, OH=46

Moles of C,H,OH=

0.80-0.60hybridisetion of compound must be same.
Hybridisation of CO, and HgCl2 are sp. So,
both have linear sirucure.

0.80 1+N
46

11. Constituent of NaCI are Na and l
Number of protons in Na = 11

= 0.25
n+N Mole fraction of water pi 7301

Mole fraction of 'B' = 0.25 moles of H,0
A1omic numberofNa =1 9. EalActvaticn energyi

15. Acetone-benzene show positive deviaou

irom Raoult's law because positive deviaion

1S exhibited by the liquid pairs for whicn

Solute-solvent molecular interaction force

lower than the solute - solute or solve

solvent molecular interaction 1orces.

moles of H,0+ moles of C.H,OH 1+9

Mole fraction of H.O=0.l
8, At equilibrium, the rate of forward reaction

COnes equal to the rate of backward reacton.

Number ofprotons in Cl=17
{A1omic number of Cl=17} -Energy or product

AH Enthalpy chançeSo, 1 mole Na contains 11 moles of protons
and I mole of Clcontains 17 moles of protons.
Hence, 1 mole NaCi contains 28 moles of
protons.

Average erergy of reactant

For endthermuc reaction, actavationcner8Y

will be more than AH.
4. Tor given gaseousreaction

12. Molarity=K1000
MxV

16. Normality = molarity x charge
o, 0.1 M H,SO, solution = 0.2N 11,

30. Entropy is the measure of degree of

disorderness ofa system, eg, rustung of iron,

coaversion ot ice into water, vaporisation of,

camphor,

lu above mentioned examples degree of

disordemeSs is increased. So, entropy wil

n=2-2 0etsolution

.2 M Na0H solution = 0,2 N solutionNa0l

Let us consider the volume of H2 NaO

Rmi 0,2N 1,SO, = 30 ml. 0,

On applying,where, a = weight of solute
b=volume of solution

M =molecular weight of solute.
Weight of solute in 50 ml. 36N H2S0
solution is

, (RT)"

50Jution

.2x= 30% 0.2 or x= 301
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S6 Cehattisgazh.PET Salved Paper 2005 ChhattisgarhPET Solved Paper 200513is bad conductor of electricity53.Along the period fromlefttorightionisati

olten alumina is bad conductor

CAELSE But on the other hand in thea36. Cell reaction or the given cell:
cTYstailhsatüon of sucrose solution, liquid ds Mgls) Mg+2e
changes into solid, i.e., degree of disorderness
s decreasing. So, entropy will decrease.

4.
Molt
and NaAlF;] 1s used in the extraction of

melting point alumina is very high, so
potential increases.

reactions takingplaced of alumin a)
ErcenCreases

during electrolysis are

cryoliteiNa3AlF )

alumin
decrease melt

um to decompose bauxite (alumina) Exception
elting point of alumina. The 1st 1onisation potential of group JA

Cu2 +2e Cu (s)
Cell reaction Mg (s)+Cu*

Mg+Cu(s)
elements are always higher than Ist1onisation potential of group 1lLA elements.6) Ist ionisation potential of group Aelements are always higher than Ist1onisation potential of group VIA elements.
So,the sequenceisNe>Cl>P>$>Mg>Al

54. Transition elements exhibit multiple oxidation

31. Bohr's theory is applicable for one electron
system only.

tis applicable for H, He and Li

Na3AlF% 3NaF+AlF
AlF; Al*" +3F

R uoEcell=ER - E
cathode AI +3e Al()

1405lngai tcv
kano (a-x)ai elh

log

EuCu Mg*"/Mg 4AIF +60Atanode 2Al,0; +12F.
C(s)+0 (melt) CO(g)+2e

C(s)+20 CO, (g)+4e uStates because transition elements have their

= 0.34 V + 2.37V

cell2.71V
valence electrons in two different sets of

5,
Chalcopyrite (CureS, )i5 copper ore.

Haematite (Fe,03)1s iron ore.

Galena (PbS) is lead ore.

Bauxite (Al,0g*2H;0)1s aluminium ore.

46. The molten iron tapped oft from the furnace is

solidified inot blocks called "pigs'. That is why

this form of iron is called pig iron.

eh37. In reaction,
sg Cu+2AgNO3 2Ag+Cu(NO, ) orbitals, i.e. (n-1}d and ns. Since there is very

little difference in the energies of these orbitals,
both energy levels can be used for bond
formation.

ts t0 2.0 Jog 3 In the above reaction oxidation number of Cu
change from 0 to +2 Hence, Cu is oxidised to

Cu and oxidation number of Ag changes
from +1to 0. Hence, Ag is reduced.
In other reactions oxidation number ofelement
remain same before and after the reaction.

lo
S1 10

2.303x10 x04771

109876 1100s
33. As volume of vessel is reduced to 1/3rd, so the

concentration will increase by 3 times.
For given P orderreaction; rate law will be:
Rate ofreaction (R, )= k[NO2]

If concentration increases by three times

Rate of reaction (R2)= kx 3[NO,]
On dividing both equation
Rate of reaction (R) k[NO,]
Rateof reaction (R2) kx3[NO,]
3x Rate of reaction (Ri)= Rate of reaction

(R)
34. As we know that activation energy is inversely

proportional to rate of reaction.
As activation energy increases of reaction
decreases but enzymes increase the rate of
biochemical reactions.

47. 13Al-1s,2 2p°.3s 3p
Alis p-block element

2Cr-s,2s 2p°, 3s 3p°,45,3d
Cr is d-block element

4 Nb-L,2 2p°,3s 3p°,

4s04p*, Ss, 4d*
Nb is d-block element

1K-Ls, 2s 2p°,3 3p°,4s
Kis s-block element

Note: First and lastmember of transition series
doesn't exhibit multiple oxidationstates

55. Paramagnetism is a property due to the presence

of unpaired electrons. In case of. transition

metals, as they contain unpaired electrons in the

(n-1)d orbitals, most of the transition metal

ions and their compounds are paramagnetic.

Note : Sc**, Ti" (d°-system) Cu and Zn

(dsystem) are diamagnenc.

38. 2Fe (ag)+ Sn* (ag 2Fe* (ag)

+Sn (aq)

So, A belongs toSn* (ag) 2+

i)
39. In chemical adsorption, the adsorbed layer gas

is one molecule thick, since chemical

adsorption can take place with the adsorbent

surface only.

56. (a) Alld-block elements are metals.

Cugt (b) All d-block"elements except elements of

,group-1IB 'and group IB show variable

i Valencies. y3

C)All d-block elements except

o Sc", Ti, Cu and Zn] are coloured

40. Catalyst lowers the activation energy of the

reaction by providing a new mechanism.
48. Tin have threc allotropes. They are grey tin,

white tin and rhombic tin.
41. For coagulation power of negative As,S, sOl

coagulation power of AICl
coagulation power of NaCl

. Electronic configuration of clement having

atomic number 31 is

,2s 2p ,
3s 3p,453,34,4p

p-block element
np ratio does not exhibit the periodiCity

roperties of the elements because it gives

ormation about stability of nucleus.

ong the group from top to bottom basic

cnaracter of element increases. So, basic

Character of halogens are

ions.

coagulation value of NaCl

coagulation value of AlCl3
57. When acidic KMnO4 reacts with oxalic acid the

Oxidation state of Mn changes from

1331et 2 faR +7 to +2
-

35. From second law of elecrolysis
2KMnO4 +3H,SO4 +SH,C,04

K,S04 +2MnSO, +10C0,+8H,0

Oxidation state of Mn in KMnO4 is +

Oxidation state of Mn in MnSO, is +2

2 559
0093

Thus, AlCl, has 559 times more coagulas

power than NaCI.

W2

where, E =E, [Equivalent weight of Cu*
in copper sulphate and copper cyanidej
It should bew 1W2

But here copper cyanide is present in alkaline
solution where it forms complex compound
and Cu is not discharged on cathode, thus
amount ofcopper deposited in alkaline

58. Zinc and mercury excludes from the transition

elements because they do not have partly filled

(incomplete d-subshell) in their atomic state or

called
42. Heating pyrites to remove sulphur 1s

roasting because in roasting ore 1s

below its melting point in presencelatile
sulphur reacts with oxide to remove as

oxide.

heated

I>Br>CI>F
Size ofcation is always smaileiraer thanits291

On and size of anion is alwayparent ate of anion is always larger than its in their common oxidation state (Znand

rHg). The d-subshell configuration of these

So, Sequence of decrease in size is

cation
43. Cupellation method is used for the pur

of silver.
atoms or their dipositiveionsare 3d and S

copper cyanide is less.
3a T>I>I
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4.
The structurc formula

80. The structure of butyne-1 is givenbelowH-C=C-CHCHj
If triple bond bearing carbon attached withhydrogen, such hydrogen is acidic in nature.Number of this type of hydrogen present; 1nbutyne-I is one.

B1. Group or atom attached with double bond
bearing carbon, shows +I-effect, increases

S. Only two sulphate BaSO, and PbSO, are nWhile
chloride

complex
ions, so

(0)
it will

on
give
ionisation

white precipitate
oiua

insolublesulphates.
60. NO and O2 gases are colourless gases. 1t both

gases are mixing, it given NO2 gas which has

deep brown colour.
2NO + O

Colourless Colourless Deep brown oolour

with AgNO,

[P(NH4Cl (N1 )41***2CI

2C1+2AgNO, 2AgCl+2NO

CH-CHCH-C
but-2-2n-1-o

16. In the fractional distillation of crude petroleum

16. LPGstandsffor liqucfied petroleum gas. It ís a

propen (C3H6 n-butane (C4H10 ) is0-butane

2NO il.gasolinc is obtained.tprecipitate

69. Only coloured salts give borax-bead test. sSal

of lead are not coloured.
Salts nixlurc of hydrocarbon containing 3-4-carbon ron density on double bond bearing carbon

and facilitate the attach of clectrophileThese include propane,(gH,) hydrogen bromide) CH group shoWS

61. As we move down the group, the size of the

central atom goes on increasing and its

electronegativity goes on decreasing. As a result

the force of repulsion between the adjacent

bondpairs is maximum in NH3 and minimum in
SbH3. Consequently the bond angle is

maximum in NH3 and minimum in SbH3.

62. Elements having lower value of ionisation

potential are called electropositive elements.

lonisation potential of element increases from
left to right in a period and decreases from top to

bottom in group. So, element belonging to

higher period ofgroup-HA most electropositive.

63. SnO, are amphoteric in character.

70. Cadmium sulphide is yellow in colour.
atoms.

+1-effect,-Clshows-I-effect.
82. Reaction of dehydration of 2-butanol is given

below

Note: Sulphides Colour with small amount of ethane.

Zinc sulphide White some imes greyish
17. H SO4 H +HSO

Nickel sulphide

Lead sulphide
Black

-H 0---H
i to H

Black
CH C-CH-CH CH

71. Solid (A) on heating gives off a gas which

turns lime water miky it means the gas is

carbon dioxide.

O

OH
0= -H 0= N+H,O

ZnO becomes yellow when hot, white when -CH CH-CHOH Nitronium ion 2-butene
cold.

Saytzeii rule states that "If alternate conditions
ZnCO AZnO+CO,

Note: Zinc sulphate on heating doesn't show

yellow colour.

78. Alkene in which both valencies of double bond

i bearing carbon are satisfied by methyl group

on ozonolysis yields,acetonerrd-ë
exists H-atom eliminated from such carbon atom

aSnO +2H,SO Sa (SO): +2H,0
SnO, +2NaOH-

64. Generally elements have same oxidation state

as their group number but heavier p-block

elements form compounds in which their
oxidation state is lower than their group

number. t is called inert pair effect

All the given elements are p-block elements but
Pb is heaviest among all the given elements.

65. Lithium reacts with nitrogen direcdy to form
nitride

which has minimum number of hydrogens.
Na Sa0, +H,O

83. Bond length is inversely proportional to bond

energy. Due to snaller size of fluorine bond

length of C-F bond is minimum, so bond

energy ofC-Fbond is maximum.

with

CH372. Optical isomerism is exhibited by those

compounds which has one or more asymmetric
sutinci H,C

=C
CH i) Hydrolysis

carbon atoms.
HC chloroform

84. Phenol
tichloromethane) in presence of aqueous

sodium or potassium hydroxide at 340 K

followed by hydrolysis of the resulting product

and gives salicyadehyde. This reaction is called

reacis

CH3 -C-OH 2CH CH
Actto

CoOH 19.

73. The possible isomers of compound having

molecular formula C2H3 Cl2Br is

C
Cly/FeCly Reimer-tiemann reaction.

+HCI OHA

6Li+N2 2i,N OH
CHO66. Compounds which given different ions in

solution although they have same composition
are called ionisation isomers. e.g

[Co(NH ),Br]SO4[Co(NH,), Br}*"+s0

[Co(NH),SO,]Br

Mechanism
+CHCl+3NaOH

09H-C-Ci i) CI---Br
C+ FeCl Cl-C-FeCl +3NaCl+ 21,0

H Br
Note In this reaction

dichlorocarbene

intenmediate is formed.
(d and I form)

[Co (NH), SO,] +Br C-FeCl C+FeCl

85. Amongst isomeric alcohols, the solubility

increases with branching. This is due to the

reason that as the branching increases, the

Surtace area of the non-polar hydrocarbon pare

Cwhere C= asymmetric carbo
67. Fe,[Fe(CN)6}

Iron (I) hexacyanoferrate (I)

68. Complex given in option (a), (b) and (e) does (ii) Cl-C-CBr
notgive C jon on ionisation, so AgNO, will

not give white precipitate. t

+H
+C

reCI+ PeCly +
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decreases and the solubility increases. So, the
sequence of solubility of alcohols are

Tertary alcohol > secondary alcohol
primary alcohol

91. CH-C-Cl+Hh CH-c-H
Acetaldebyde

This reaction is knoWn as Rosenmund reactio

92. As-NH2 group is directly attached to t
CH-CH2-0"Na +H2 benzene ring, so basic character of comnoe

decreases because lone pair electrons pree d

nitrogen takes part in resonance, hence theonare

Mathematics.

Ia+1(2+)-+i|2+i|
+i) T:B+

86 CH,CH OH+Na

(12
Acid reacts with metal to give hydrogen gas.
Hence, in above reaction CH3 CH2OHbehaves

-1+14+1_23
9+1not free for donation. Decreasing order of bas

nature is as follows 10as an acid.
Note : In esterification alcohol behaves as an
acid while carboxylic acid behayes as base.

87. When. sodium alkoxide reacts with alky
halide, gives symmetrical and unsymmetrical
ether such reaction is known as Williamson's

Benzyl amine> acetanilide> aniline Where n is any positive integer.p-nitroaniline
]12(12+1]2

2
93. Polymerisation in whicn two or more chemically

different monomerTS take part is called
co-polymerisation.

94. Starch is the polymer of D-glucose.

95. Polythene is addition polymer of ethylene.

and 22 are the roots of P+2+3 +122. Given, 1
+a +b=0 5.

+2+3++122 1212+1(24+1)
synthesis. e.g.,

Z +22-4
CH, CH,ONa + BrCH,CH,Na 12b

,O2 and "CH, CH,OCH,CH
and and 3 =0 (origin) forms an

equilateral triangle.88. Diethyl ether on heating with conc HI gives
ethyl 1odide

Hgh pressure
6. The given system of linear equation is

X2ay + az =0

x+3by + bz = 0

+4cy+cz= 0
This system of linear equations has

H

CHCH,OCH,CH +2HI CH2-CH, 7 + 312

(F+2-2212 =z122

a 3b

Polythene
2CH, CH,I+ H,O

96. Cellulose is an essential constituent of plant cells.

97. Beri-beri is caused by deficiency of vitamin-B,

98. In nucleic acid (DNA and RNA) adenine

guanine, cytosine, thymine and uracil are present

as nitrogenous base.
99. Polymer nylon 6, 6 is obtained by the

condensation

and
Note: Diethyl ether reacts with cold and diluted HI to

give ethyl alcohol and ethyl iodide. non-zero solution.

CH, CH,OCH,CH, +HI
3. Given, -1+v-3=-1+ iN3

= {cos0 + isin 0)
2CH,CH,OH+CHCH2I 1 3b b=0

1489. p-rosaniline hydrochloride solution
decolourised with sulphurous acid is known as
Schiff's reagent.

90. Secondary amine reacts with nitrous acid

HNO2)and gives an oily.nitrosoamine.

Two monomers, .e., (re=(cos6+ i sin 0)]
OI

Applying R2R2-Ri,RR
12a

hexamethylene diamine and adipic acid.
On comparing, we getO a

rcos-1
0 3b-2a b-a=0nHN-(CH,),NH, +nHO-C-(CH2)-COH and rsin = V3

CH2 0 4c-2a c-a
tan rsin6 3

-1

A,-2nH,0
(3b-2a)(c-a)-(4c-2a) (b-a)=0

3bc-3ab-2ac+ 2a4bc+ 4ac

+2ab 2a=0
C2Hs-N-H+HO-NO 0. rcos

CHs N-(CH)s-N--(CH,) an-
Nylon 66

CH-N-NO+ H20 bcabt 2acF
2ac

b=-
a+C

So, it is a polyamide.
Note: Primary amine reacts with nitrous acid 100. Half-life time of any first order reactio

3does not

depend upon initial concentration of reactan

0.69
to give alcohol. 3 8 4. Given,

H H ASg 4, b, c are in HP.

1. The given equations are.

xsytbzCH CHN +0=N OHH
Where, 1/2 half-life time

k=rate constant
'12 Co

H
.

y=az CX

1-2CHCH,N=NOH CH, CH,OH So, 2= bx+ay
and

1+1
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ChhattisgarthPETSolvedPaper20053The system has a solution other than
X0, y=0, 2= 0, then

Lct nbe the number of terms,
256 0+(n-1)8

- =32 n=33
-3-1 23a-Sa + 3))

(3a-1 = Na* - Sa +3)
942-6a+1=9a -45a + 27

aa(1+ abc)|1 b 6=0a-Sa +3
8

15.C +22 t3 t..+nC,n 1+ abc= 0
45a 6a = 27-1 3:n from Eq. 6)

-(1-as)-c(-c- ab)+ b(ac+ b)=0 (n- 1)!11 (-2)12! (n-3)131 abc==-1
39a = 26

-1+a+c+ abc+abc+b =0

a+b+c+2abc ==1

26 2 18.
a=.

39 (n-n)lnn n
-1)! (n-2)!1! (n-3)12!

11. Given, a and p are the roots of the cquation8. Given, x1,I2 andry are in GP.

2X and x =xr*
Applying Ri Ri +Rz+Ry

2y+) +) x+ )
+ar- a+1(where ris common ratio) n-1!

and y1, 2 and y are in GP.

2hrand ?'3 =}

This cquation can be rewritten as =n"-Co +n"Ct..tn C,-
=n-C + 'C +..+ -C,-1]= n-2-1

16. 1og 2- log,2+ log16 2..

log 2 log 2 log 2

X+y(a+1)r -{b(A +1)+a(a - 1)}x

+c(a - 1)=0(where ris common ratio) +a+B A+1)+a( - 1)

+INow 2 1=r 31 Applying R,R-R, and R,R R
y+ X+2 X+

But log 4 log 8 log 16
o.+B = 0

b( +1)+a ( - 1)=0
bn + b + al - a =0

a(a +b)=a- b

given

4

1-1+-1411
2 3 4

=X1 10
-ba+b =1-1- -g

Applying, *
(: wo columns are same) - 0-Hence, (.i).(2.J2) and (13.Js )lieon a

straight line.
12. Required number of choices

= C C,+*C,x*Cs

5 8+1x
4!1! 2!6! 5!3!
5x8x7 8x7x6

17. Since, vectorsS
(1,c, c) are non-coplanar.

(1, a, a* ). (1b,6*) and

2-(-y)+ p(«)}
22n)= 4ry

9.214816-1632...
=24-228-2316 2432 a

1 b b»0 19. 343=3|4||3
7x(-)x (3) (*i4 a-land |B]=)

2 6 -81
= 140+56 196 a a I+a 0 0-

13. Number of five digits numbers formed by 0,

4,3 and 8 = 5! 20.Given, d 0-I 0
=2

10. Let a and 20. be the roots of the cquation
(a Sa+ 3)r + (3a -1)x +2=0

and number of numbers starting with 0=4
Reguired number offive digits numbers

5!-4!= 120-24 =96

-1
00-1 0 0-a a a a

3a-1 0
2a. +0. 14. (r+ I)th term of (3+5)

a-Sa+3 250-r
3a-1 35C, 3 25 =0 1 0=

3(a-Sa+3) 256andThese terms will be integer, i220
a2-Sa+3 e eand

are posilive integers.
r= 0, 8, J6,..., 256
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For
naxima or minima, put

dA

an 4 tan Asec|-4

Chhattisgarh PET SolvedPaper 200542 0, 0 0 0
21. Given,A=|0 2 020 1

lo o.2 o o

=21I=2,22 164A

02inas 2

and in AADE4
sin(T/3-A) DE, insasin

Sas
any h

AD3hwacos A COs (Tt/3- A)
22. Maximum value of

S0)=a+8 -tan
2 cos A cos (T/3- A)

23. We know that, circumradius 1as Required sum ofthe angle= d + B+Y
2sin A cos AR-

TT

COSec - +tan
26. sin 66+ sin 40+sin 20= 0

a 60+20an66-2coS
sin 24 =sin

and inradius r=-cot *
2sin - +sin 46=02 2 32 +tan

R+rcosec+cot 2A=-24 902sin 40 cos 29 +sin 46 =0
sin40(2cos 20+1)= 0

sin 46=0or 2cos 20+ 1=0
A =-

cos

tan40 nt or 29 21Tt t

2cos
2n

or 6=ntt Maximum value of P= tan tan 6 un(- 2

2 sin-cos2n
27.acosccos 333

2
29. Let DE be the pole of height h

SS-C) s-a)3ba +c.
ab be 2

= tan
4

sin 70°+cos 40 S2s-ca) 36e i , 1,124.
cos 70+sin 40° b 2

(a +b+c)b3bsin 70 + cos (90-50°)
cos 70°+ sin (90° 50°)E

Ls sin 70° +sin 50°

2b 2
AC

B C-h-D
6tan(1)7+C=2b A = tan

a, b,care in AP.
cos 70° +cos 50° 3h-

28. Given, A +B =
sin 70°+50° 70°- 50 DE2 sin Cos -

2
70°+50°. 70-50

In ACDE tan o= o 3uo
CDB=-4 31. Let P(r, y) be the point whose difference of

distance from points A(3,0) andB(-3,0) is 4.

PA-PB 4
2 cos

2
COS tana=1= tan4) bL

60
cos60

tan A tan B = tan A tan
tan 60° -3)+-Vr+3+y=4

-3+y=4+r+3) +

On squaring both sides, we get

-ár+9+=16+r +ár+9+

+8/+3+

P =tan A1tan4 4Let Now, in ABDE
25. Given, sinx = 2sina

s sin xs At-4- tanB=DE
t1 iBDP

2 20
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34. Since side of a square is a. Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 200547- 12 8(24t ya+3 +y )

-3r=4+2V+3) +2
et h and l, be the slopes of the lines gi

2y-2-x+1
+2y=3

40. Since, the vertex of the parabola is at the originand axis on the Y-axis. Therefore, equation of

by 2-2cxy-7=0

2
7

-3r-4=2y(+3+
On squaring both sides, we get

3r+4) =4{(r+3)+*}
9 +16+24x=4x+36+24r+ 4
5x2-4y =20

S4=1

parabola is
A ny m 4ay

This parabola passes through the point

and

Given thal, m t m2 4m,m,

2c-4
X 6,-3)

6 4a(-3)7

Coordinates of A are (acos a, a sin a) C 220 20 1-a - a=-312P

Also,

Coordinates of C are [a cos (90° +a),
a sin (90° +a)J, i.e. (-asin a, acosa)
Equation of diagonal is a line passing through
A(acos a, a sin a) and C(a sin a, acosa)
which is

OCLOA 18. The cquation o given two circles are

r-1) +(y-3) =r
whose centre is C, (1, 3)and radius ís

x+y8&r +2y+8=0

x - &x+16+ y +2y+1-16 +7=0

Equation ofthe parabolaisx=-12y
41. Equation of normal oftheparabola at the point

(b 2b, )is

-=1

32. Let P(, y) be centroid of the triangle whose
A(a cos t, a sin i),vertices are and

y-+2bt, +bt
Since, it passes through (btz, 2bt2)

2h1 br +2h, +b?

-+2-2 =0

6-)+1 -1)=0

1-)(4 *)=-241 -)

B(bsin t,-bcos 1)andC(L, 0}

acost+b sin 1 +1|
x-4) +(y+1) =9

whose centreis C2(4,-I)andradius is 3.

GC =V(4-1 +(-1-3
=9+16 =5

Also, + =r+3 and - h =r-
Given two circles intersect in two distinct

X=.
(-a sina)=-

acos d --asin a3
- a sin o- a cos aSx-]=a cost+bsin

a sin t-bcost
)

r-a cosa)
=(sin a +cosa)y-a sina(sina +cosa)

=(sin a-cosa)r-acos a(sin a -cosc)
(sin a-cos ax- (sin o+ cos)y

= a(sin a cos a - cosa- sin a-sin acosa)

=(sin a-cos ar- (sin o + cosa)y +a=0
(sin a.+cos o.)y+ (cos o-sinax=a

and

3y= asint-bcos t
On squaring Eqs. (i) and (i) and then adding,

.i)

we get points, if
(3x-1)+3y) =(acosi+bsin1 CC2 >-2 orCC2 <+

5>r-3 or 5<r+3
8>r or 2<r

2<r<8

+(asinI-bcost)
(3x-1 +(3yf =a* cos* 1 +b*sin1

+2absin Icosi+a sin'1+b* cost
- 2absin I +cost

(ar-1) +(3) =a*(cos 1+sin 1)

+b(cos1+sin 1)

42. We known that, a line lr+ my +n = 0 is the

35. The given equation are normal to theelipse Lify-X+ 7=0 . Given, equation of circle is

2x +2y-2r-5y +3=0
On differentiating w.r.t.., we get

and y+2x-2 =0
On solving Eqs. (G) and (i), we get

=3, y=-4 Therefore, the line xcosa+ ysina- p=01S
Point of intersection of given line is

(3,-4) 4r+4 -2-5=0
dr(3-1+(3y) =a? +b2

33. Required distance
= lengthofperpendicular from (-2, 3) on line

the normal to the ellipse+=l if

Hence, equation ofline passing througn (
and (3,-4) is d24

dr 4y-5-
(dylde)a.n

a-b
cos asin "

p(a see a+b cosee a)
=(a-b

X-y=

1-2-3-5- (y-0)-u-0) Slope of normal=

3y=- 4x n

4x+3y=F0
30, Two straight lines given by the

equalion

ux + 2hxy+hy =0 are perpendic

43. The equation of the hyperbola is

=1Tlence, equation of norimal a 144/25 8V25

+b= 0. y-1)=r-D
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48 Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 2005urd Chhattisgarh PETSolved Paper20051 49a of a line joining the points (2,1,-3) andare-3-2,1-1,7+3), i.e.,DR'sof the

i utt 7 2
Here, 144 12

V

51. Given, a line makes the angles a =0, andy=0with X,Y and Z-axis respectively.
cos a+cos B+cosy=1
cos 9+cos B+cos =1

2cos 0 1-cos
cos0 sin
2cos93sin

and 5,0,10)ana line
Foci of a hypertbola is( 9 1e 4 arc (3,4,5)

(#3,0)
The equation of an ellipse is

4 4 Let be the required angle.

-5x 3+0x4+10x5
25+0+100 9+16+25
- 15+50

b4-1=3 cos=
The equation of an cilipse isi vi) 35 7

12550 55.52 S10

0cos10
=1 (sin-3sin 9)

16Here, 2cos9 301-cos 0)
Scos 9 33+4= 12

46. Given, DR's ofnormal are - 3,26.
DC's of nomal are

.Foci of an ellipsei cos
49. Let the equation of firstplane be +Z4=1

abcc
and the equation of second plane beSince, foci of byperbola and ellipse are

coincide. -3)+(2) +(6) V-3) +(2) +(6
52. Let P be the foot of the perpendicular from c

and position vector of Pis r, then

6 Ta+tb

3-41 149' J49 J49
2

Perpendicular distance from the origin too

the plane is same.

PC= c-(a+tb)
Ca-tb

PCLb
-3)+(2) +(6)*

- 9 -3 2 6 0 and

1-
16 16 c-a)-tb- b=0

Hence, equation of plane is Va'2b2 2

(by=7
b=7 Required distance PC=c-2- ) bb

- 3x+2y +6z -49= 0

47. Given, equation of sphere is

x+ +z +4x-2-6z-155=0
whose centre is (-2,1,3)

and radius =y(-2) + (1)? + (3)* +155

44. The equation of the hyperbola is =-2)bb-(c-a) bb

9x-16 =144
50. The given line is bx(c-a)x

l(c-a)x bjsin 90
Here, a4,b 3 =V4+1+9+155 '* DR's of the line are (3, 0, 4).

DR's ofthe plane are (3,0, 4)
The cquation of plane is

=169 13 =-a)x b

i Required distance = distance of the plane

from the centre of the sphere (r-)+(- )+4(: - )=0
his plane passes through (1, 1, 1).

herefore, the equation of plane becones

3(r- 1)+4(: - 1)=0
r-3+4:-4= 0 ter

Ar+42 7

quation of plane in normal forn isi

3. The equations of given spheres are

+++7-2y-=13.)
y+-ar+3y+4=8()

V16 4
:Foci ofthe hyperbola, e.,(t 55,0).

12x (-2)+4x(1)+ 3x (3)-32

V12 +(4) x (3) and.r
Equation of required plane is

(r++:+r-2y-:)-(r*+y
+-+ 3y+4:)=13-8

10r-5y-5: =5
2r-y-=l

45. Given, cquation ofdirectrix is x =4. 24+4+9-327|
144 +1649

-33838 = 26

4

Leng of the perpendicular trum origun 31313a=4x
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61. Giv
are non-coplanar, then

(a+2b +3c),(Ab+4c) and (2 -1)c
Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 20055165. Given, S0)=7

54. Given, a=2î+2-k and b=6î-3+2k
and be the angle between the vectors.

58. Given, A-i-21-3k, B=2i+j-
and

2 and Sr+ y)= f¢)+ S(0 4 #04201
0 0 (2-1

(2.-1))#0
A0,

aC f+3-2 S2)= fl+1)= f)+ f0
Cos0=a b

al|b
= 7+7 14

S3)= f(2+1)= S(2)+ f()
ei+21-k):(61-3+2

2+22+(-6+ -3+2

AXB=|1 2-3 01

1- =14+7 21
S4)= S(3+1)= S(3)+ f()

2
2

= 21+1 28Therefore, vectors are non-coplanar for all
except two values of.

)Sin 5x "

sin 3x

2sin x sin 5x 3x 5

5x sin 3x 3

12-6-2 4 =i(2+3)-j-1+6)+k(1+4)

=si-si+5k
V4+4+1 36+9+4 3-7 2S)=S) + S(2).+ f(3) +

Now,
02.lim

upto n terms
21 =1+14+21+... upto nterms

7(1+2+3+...+n)
Tn(n+1)

(Ax B)xC=(6i - 5j +Sk)x(i + 3} -2k
55. Given, lal=1,|b|=21cl=3

a+b+cl=0. a+b+c* = |af+ Ib +|e; a (and 2-

=5-5 5
lim

3 3+2(a-b+ b-c+c:a) 1 3
6. Let f(x)=cos

0=1+24+3 +2a b+ b-c+ca)
2(a b-+b:c+ca)=-14

a-b+b c+c-a=-
=î10-15)-i-10-5)+ k(15+5)g ois

=-5î +15j+20k
On differentiating w..L, We get,

cos1+
56. Given,OP =î+3j-7k

0Q=(Si -2j+4k)
PQ=0Q-OP

sintr 2
V 2

whenn is odd=5(-i+3+4k) 63. Given, Sn)={
and when n is even

59. Given, F = 4i+j-3k and F =3i+j-k

F=F +F2

4i+j-3k+3f+-k
7i +2-4

2 +x (log x+1D

=si-2j+4k-i-3j+7k
4i-s+11k

and f:NI
S)=0, S(2)= -1, f(3)=1, S4)=-2 and

on

Hence PQ=V(4) +(-5) +(11)?

16+25+ 121

In this type of function every element of set A

nas unique image in set B and there is no

clement left in set B. Hence, f is one-one and

onto function.

1+x
12+7(log x+1)-COs 2and AB=OB-0AA fr)=-

= sî+4 +k-i-2-3k
4i +2j-2k 90

+ 4 Y1+*

cos2=V162

031t0og 1+1)
Work done = F.AB57. Given, u =i+j,v=i-j

= (7i +2-4k)-(4î+2j-2k)

28+ 4+8
=40w=i+2+3and

Also, u n=0and v-n= 0 60. Given,

a21-3.b=í+j-kand c=3i-k
Volume ofparallelopiped

67. Given, siny=xsin (a+ y) 0
Siny

sin (a+ )

nis a unit vector perpendicular to u and v.

+-)--k
ux +)x(i-j)l

64. lim3-3
2 3-9

XV.
dr sin (a+ y)cos y-COs (at y)Sin y

dy at sin (a+ y)

sin(a+y
sin (a+ y

n
2

[ab e]1 -1

3 0
3t/2-3()asr

Iimwn= +2j +3k)>(-k) x2 (3*23) (3" +3)
-3 -1-0) +3(- 1+3)+0

1g3 sE-2+6=4 cu unitIwn=|-3|=3
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|52 Chhattisgarh PETSolved Paper 2005 o-18ax+124=0

3ax +2a = 0

x2u) (x- a) =0
X 24,x =a

A12 3r" ) 19it)th
78. Given, sy)=e ands(y)= y

sina =t2 and F0)= S-)e)dy
sin (a+ y)

dy sin (a +
Forr 2 Jy=12x2-8 = 16

and for x=-2 =-24 + 8=-16
Required ponts are (2, 16) and (- 2,-16

- ydy

Atr=4, J a)12u-1&a=-6a<o

fr) is maximum atr= a

and at x=24, J (2a)= 24a-18&= 6a> 0

Sx)is minimum atx=2a

sin a

68. Let fo)-+ 71. Given, Sr)=*"
SI)=1|

2 (r) =nx S0) = n p=a and q = 2a
e-e-(ehl
=e-e-e +'s
=e'[-te-e+I

S)=1=
(given) Sr)=n(n- 1}r"=

Also,

(1)= n(n- 1) a 2aa

f)-
,

+ a(a- 2)=0
1! 2! 3! -1-1+e

a=2 a> 0)

..+
=e-(t+1

I=*2 n!

Hence, value of f (x)isatx=2 n(n-1) n(n- )n-2)
79. Given, area=ft)d*=Vb*+1-2

3!

69. Given,x =e***
log+t+'n!

Taking log on both sides, we get

ylog x= (r-y)log e

y log x=X-

On differentiating w.r.t x we get

=(1-1[(1-x¥=1-nx+ 2-. 75.lim ernn oilsk isisperaT
2! 2x+1

= 0

log
80. Given.ft)=fx)and fl0)=1

fr)=72. Given, Sx)=2x° -2r* + 36r-20 =e -e=e-1
Sx)= 6rd-42r+ 366

(1+log x)=1-
1%6.COS2x dr=-[cos 2 d

1+cos 2T

and g(r) +fr)=
x)= 12x-42

For maxima or minima, put (x)=0
and cos 2x 4+1 sr)=r*-e

2 sin

d i+log x) or 42r +36=0
Now. )sa) dr=| )e

x - Tx +6=0
(x-6) (x- 1)=0

= I,6

2cos x

-tanr d
- (se -1) dr

Ire-4
1+ logx1+ log x-1
l+ log x) (1+ log x

dy logx_
dx (1 log x)

-tan.r+r+cVIS 911

Given, x)dr= 5rkthtx=1f'(1)=12-42=- 30<0

Sx) is maximum x =L

Hence, maximum value of.
Sx)=2-21+ 36-20

38-41= - 3

73, Given, Sx)= 2x3 - 9ax + 12u'x*

x)= 6r-18ax+ 124*

S'x)= 12x- 18

Formaxima or minima, putJ" (x)

70. Given, equation of curve is
-re-l-t-1

dt m- s0dt
y=12r-

dy12-3x
0) e-2e+2e 2 (e-1)

- )d) -2
dr

-
Also given that gradient is zero, i.e.,

2

and

dx -J,0)dt-
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2x+2 2x+1+1
dx (F)=OIF)d +e
dv1y-20q 2ti

dr dx 2v-3
ysecx= sec x dr tc

ex = cx2 y secx tan x+ c
89. Given differential equation is

2v- dv= dx
or

=[tan+ 1)] 85. The given differential equation is T,
y dx+(x+x*y)dy>0

= -0 (1+y)+(-elan Y=0
ax +X=-xy

dx) + x=elan "y

On integrating, we get

2v+log (V-2)=x+C9vi) y
82. Given,y= Ax+ A ean

2(x+ y)+ log (r+ y-2)=x+c
v=x+ y)

1+y21+ y=A1dx
Which is a linear differential equation.

Put- vand x dviid
dydy

Ae dv -1

On putting the value of A in Eq. (1), we get 2y+x+ log (x + y-2)=c
etan y

Here, P= and Q=
1+y

87. The given equation is

1+ y +-2ay =0
dy y

From above it is clear that degree of
differential equation is 3.

On differentiating w.r.t. x, we get
dv 12x+2y-2a=0

dx dy83. The equation of parabola whose axis is X-axis, etany
IS Which is a linear differential equation.

=4ax-4a The required solution is 2r+2y= 2ay'
Here, P=-and Q=1

On differentiating w.r.t. x, we get x(1F)=JQ1F)dy + c

a=*y
2y 4a 35v

tan "y.tan y
IF= =e-dy +C

1+y
A

On putting the value ofa in Eq. (i), we get
The required solution is

v(IF)=(IF) dr+c

dy+c

Again differentiating w.r.t., x, we get
tan

dy +c +y- y0

2 2- 21+) A
From above it is clear that degree and order

of differential equation are 1 and2
respectively

84. Given differential equation is

+ y)y-2(x +y)=0
y+yy-2y-2y=0

-yy#2

tany= +C
xeany_elan

=log y+C

2xetan =e2 tan"y +c = log y+C

ydr- xdy =x ydr
86. The given differential equation is

6. Given differential equation 1s

(+y-1)de +(2x+2y-3)dy=

0(x+y-1)+{2(x+ y)

ydx-x ydr = xdy
cos x+ ysin x = l1

90. Given,P(AUB)=PAnB)

Which
1s a linear differential equati0.

y tanX=Sec X

dx t P(B)and

Putx+ y=V

P(AUB)=
P(A)+P(B)-P(AnB)

2=PCA) 2 3
6

We know that,

1- ere,
P= tan x and = secx

dx x
On integrating, we get IF=P nx de

1,15-3+22
6

(v-1)+(2v-3)
log x-+log c= log y P(A) 2= e° Se = sec X

he required solution 1s
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91. Given, np =4and npg = 2

4q-2

Al a 2/-2)=(-2) -3(-2)4
-8+ 6+ 4 = 2 ChhattisgarhPETBy false position method

S)- J(%) Chhattisgarh Pre-EngineeringTestP+gl 3--2+3)(-14)and
Physics

1. The unit of angular momentumis

(a)kg m/s2

() joule/s

. The dimensions of the gravitational constant

p=1- 2+14

-3+4
16

3+0875 (C) 8/9 of its initial kinetic energy
() 1/4 of its initial kinetic energy

8. The work done in stretching aspring of force
constant k from length h to Is

n=8and (b) Joule-s
=-2.125 2(d) kg msPOX-)-"Gp's'-sx

96. Given, Xo =a and X =ath
So)

)-)and Gare
(b)[MLT

(4) [MLT]
a[MLT

(C[M'T
3. A person completes halr o its journey with

speed v and rest half with speed v.
The average speed of the person is

a+h=a-a)
(a)

()E-4)92. Since events A and B are mutualy exclusive.

P(4n)=0
(44)

9. A thin circular ring of mass M and radius r is
rotating about its axis with an angular velocity
a Two objects, each of mass m, are attached

gnrly to tae opposite enmds ofa diameter of the

ring. Te mg now otates wtth an angular
velociry
(a) a.M(M+m)
o) .M(M+Zn)
c) o(M-2my(MZa)

h=-a)
S (a)

rO
93. Given, tan 30

)
(6)v=4

97. Let fr) = CA

S0)=0and s)=++c (d) v= /
= tan 60 +22nd r 4. Newton's first law of motion describes which

of the following?
a) Energy
(c) Inertia

5. The rocket works on the principle of
(a) conservation of energy
(6) conservation of mass
C) conservation of linear momenum
) conservation of angular momennum

A body starts fromrestfrom the origin with an

acceleration of ó m/s* along the Xaxis and

o/ S along the Y-axis. Its distance from the

origin after 4s will be
(4) 56 m (b) 6-4 nm (¢) 80 m

A body of mass

(2a+3b + 6c)= 0

...i)
(: 2a + 3b +6c=0)

(b) Work
(d) Moment of inertia

10. The moment of inertia of a uniform ring of

mass.M and radiusrabout a tangent lying in its

OWn plane is
SO)= S)From Eqs, (1) and (), we get

() Sa)is continuous in interval[0, 1}

(i) Sx)is differentiable in the interval (0,1) a) 2

All conditions of Rolle's theorem are satistieu,

then sa valuexin (0, 1) such that (x)=0
ax +bx + c=0

()

y%. Trapezoidal Rule' is used to evaluate gven

integral.

11. A particle is moving in the XY-planc with

constant velociy along a line parallel to the

-axis, Its angular momentum about the

Z-axis
94. If X and Y are independent variables.

Coefficient ofcorreletion = 0

95. Let fr)=x - 3r+4

0-,x =-2
At -3 S-3)=(-3 -3-3)+4

99. Shaded region is represented by

Ax-2yS-3.
(b} remainsconstant

(a) iä zero

(C)goes on mereasing ()goesondecreasing

12. The mass of a lit is 500 kg. What will be the

tension in its cable when it is going up with an

acceleration of2.0m/s*?(g= 28m/s*)

(a) 5000 N

(c) 5900 N

(d) 128 m

100, Shaded region is represented by

2x+ 5yS BO, x + ys 20, x 20, y20. makes aheadoncollision with another body otmoving with velocity v

=-27+9+4=-14 2n which is initially at rest. The loss it
energy ofthecolliding body (mass n

I/2 ofits tial kinetio energy

(6)5600 N

(d) 6200 N

9 1/9 of its initial kinetie energy
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